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ADORNED IN STYLE 
A Precious Tribute to the President 

Martin C Carlino 

T 
he indescribable sorrow following 
the assassination of President 
Lincoln was well articulated In Lhe 
numerous "material expressions of 
grief" circulated throughout the 

Union. The most obvious of these senti
ments took the form of newspaper tributes, 
mourning broadsides, ribbons, badges, 
cartes, medals, sheet music, mourning 
cards - all of which blanketed every region 
of the country - everi in the recently hostile 
states. However, one of the more sophisti
cated and aesthetic forms of material cul
ture falling into this category is often over
looked: Lincoln mourning jewelry. 

For the most part, such delicate 
objects were produced immediately fol
lowing the assassination. They varied a 
great deal: stickpins, cameos. items of a 
photographic nature, enamel pins, lock
ets, and brooches. Bul they all shared the 
common attribute of bearing an image of 
the martyred President and allowing jew
elers the creative means to express their 
personal grief while meeting the demands 
of well-to-do clients. 

This area of Lincolniana reflects the 
coming together of Victorian mourning 
dress customs with the country's pro
found sorrow. A match made In Victorian 
heaven! And, while American Victorian 
jewelry reflects the same historical and 
decorative style as pieces fashioned in 

The "Unimpeachable" George T. Brown 
Timothy H. Bakken 

[fmtQr: As we feverishly prepared this year's annual Rail Splitter Auction, 
we found ourselves faced with a dilemma cataloging one specific lot: a 
manuscript pass to the impeachment trial of President Andrew Johnson, 
written and signed by the Sergeant-at-Arms of the Senate, George T. Brown. 
To our knowledge, this is the only hand-written pass to the trial to surface. 
We knew Brown had a great deal of Lincoln association, and needed details 
to catalog the lot properly, and were quite perplexed to discover his biog
raphy could not be found in any standard reference source. Even worse ... 
we could not find much of anything on the man who held one of the best 
patronage jobs throughout the Civil War. Even his home town of Alton, 
Illinois. where he helped found the daily newspaper that ls still being pub
lished and served a term as mayor, had little to oUer. Were it not for the 
help of Rail Splitter Editor Tim Bakken, George T. Brown would have all but 
disappeared from the pages of history.] 

S 
ometimes, in sifting through the minutiae of history, one comes across an uncele
brated figure who piques curiosity because of his repeated presence in surprising 
places. at surprising moments, with surprising associates. Such a one is George T. 
Brown. He moved for a dozen years in the circle of Abraham Lincoln• the most pon-
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Europe, U.S. jewelers 
created a style that was 
truly unique. 

During the 
1860s, American 
mourning jewelry 
was heavily influenced 
by Queen Victoria's 
self-imposed plunge 
into a lengthy peri
od of mourning fol
lowing the untimely death of her beloved 
husband Prince Albert. The "high Queen 
of grief" with her mourning costumes 
and jewelry very much dictated the style 
followed by jewelers around the world. 
Following Lincoln's death, that crown 
was transferred to Mary Todd Lincoln. In 
August of 1865, expressing her grief, she 
wrote, "Time does not soften it, nor can I 
ever be reconciled Lo my loss, until Lhe 
grave closes over the remembrance, and 
lam again reunited with him." 

By the mid-1860s, some of the more 
established American jewelry firms 
Included: Tilfany & CO, Ball & Black, and 
Marcus & Starr from New York City, 
Bailey & CO, Caldwell & Bennett, 
McAllister & Brothers from Philadelphia, 
and Jones, Ball & Poor, Shreve, Crump & 
Low, J. T. Midnight, and Crosby & Morse 
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From the Publisher 
"FlvE YEARS AND COUNTING!" 

I 
nan 1842 letter to Joshua Speed, Lincoln admitted - while 
pronouncing faith in God and belief in fate- to being super
stitious. "I am superstitious" was a statement he made on 
several occasions. During the 1856 national campaign (at 
the Republican Convention in Philadelphia, Lincoln 
received 110 votes for vice-president) he repeated this dec

laration. Turning down an invitation from Governor James 
Grimes of Iowa to address party members in that state, Lincoln, 
a supporter of John Fremont. wrote "I am superstitious. I have 
scarcely known a party, preceding an election, to call in help 
from the neighboring states, but they lost the state." 

Now ... while I cannot comment on specific manifestations of 
Lincoln's superstitions, and I doubt they impacted his day-to
day decision-making- Ron and Nancy aside- I am confident that 
elements of numerology did play a part. After all, everyone has 
a "lucky number." Certainly the President saw fortune smile 
when his number played a role. And for many, the number five 
denotes serendjpity. 

Personally, while a prisoner to a few idiosyncratic rituals, 1 
am not superstitious. But I do take note of milestones that reflect 
providence. Our completion - with this issue - of five full years 
of publishing is one such occasion. This milestone seems diUi
cult to reconcile given how quickly the time has passed. This is 
not lo say it has been easy. We toil over each issue - every auc
tion is a "labor of love" that involves far too much work. But it 
has all been worthwhile. 

In the five years that have elapsed, we found our niche, our 
"place" - somewhere between poking fun (total irreverence) and 
necessary respect and homage. And, I think we've done a fair job 
sharing both with our members, All this being said, five has been 
a lucky number ... but where is our next milestone found? lo the 
number thirteen ... nine years from now. 

One of our close friends, someone we met through this 
mutual admiration of Lincoln and passion for collecting, Dean 
Rudoy, dropped us a note regarding preparations in Congress for 
events nine years from now. H.R. #1451, "An Act To establish the 
Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial Commission ... ," reached the 
House floor for a vote last month. On February 8th, the Act 
passed 385 to 9. The specific reasons for the Act and the pur
poses of the Commission are enumerated in the Bill as: 

Congress makes the following findings: (J) Abraham 
Lincoln, the 16th President. was one of the Nation's most promi
nent leaders, demonstrating true courage during the Civil War, one 
of the greatest crises in the Na/ion's history. (2) Born of humble 
rools in Hardin County, Kentucky, on February 12, 1809, Abraham 
Lincoln rose to the Presidency through a legacy of honesty, integri· 
ty, intelligence, and commitment to the United States. (3) With the 
belief tho/ all men were created equal, Abraham lincoln led the 
efforl to free all slaves in the United States. (4) Abraham Lincoln 
had a generous heart, with malice toward none and with charity for 
all. (5) Abraham Lincoln gave the ultimo le sacrifice for the country 
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Lincoln loved, dying from an assassin's bu/lei on April 15, 1865. (6) 
All Americans could benefit from studying the life of Abraham 
Lincoln, for Lincoln's life is a model for accomplishing !he 
"American Dream" through honesly, integrity, loyalty, and a lifetime 
of education. (7) The year 2009 will be the bicentennial anniver
sary of the birth of Abraham Lincoln, and a commission should be 
established to study and recommend to Congress activiIies that are 
fitting and proper to celebrale that anniversary in a manner that 
appropriately honors Abraham Lincoln. 

With the objectives being: 

(J) To study activities that may be carried out by the Federal 
Government to determine whether the activities are fitting and prop
er 10 honor Abraham Lincoln on the occasion of the bicentennial 
anniversary of Lincoln's birth, includifl[f- (A) the minting of an 
Abraham Lincoln bicentennial penny; (B) the issuance of an 
Abraham Lincoln bicentennial postage stamp; (CJ the convening of 
a joint meeting or joint session of Congress for ceremonies and activ
ities relating to Abraham Lincoln; (D) a redesignalion of /he Lincoln 
Memorial, or olher activity with resped to the Memorial; and(£) the 
acquisilion and preseroalion of artifacts associated with Abraham 
Lincoln. (2) To recommend to Congress the activities that the 
Commission considers most fitting and proper to honor Abraham 
Lincoln on such occasion, and the entity or entities in the Federal 
Government that the Commission considers mos/ appropriale to 
carry out such activities. 

We were curious about lhe nine dissenters and called the 
Legislative Directors for each Representative. On one level, we 
thoroughly concur with their rationale for voting against anoth
er boondoggle: the Act provides for spending of $1.5 million 
between now and 2004 ... five full years before the celebration! 
But, then again, we are talking about Washington dollars (imagi
nary budgets spending real money), and, we are talklng about 
celebrating Lincoln! (Still, can you imagine what could be done 
with that much money at some of the historic sites in desperate 
need of restoration?) 

So ... the first five years have been grand. But plan on our 
being around for at least nine more - thirteen will, in this 
instance, be a lucky number! 

Wanted: Articles, photographs, features, 
letters ... in short, contributions of mate• 
rial for The Rail Splitter. This is a mem
ber-driven publication. Please consider 
writing a short piece or sending us a 
photograph with details on a recent 
find. We need your help to keep this 
journal informative and interesting! 
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Jewelry Tributes, cont. 

from Boston. Another prominent firm was 
M. W Galt & Bros. located in Washington. 
Numerous craftsmen were also plying 
their trade in Newark, New Jersey -
another mass-producer of such jewelry. 
These cities were, in fact, both the cen
ters of jewelry production and political 
activism during the second half of the 
nineteenth-century. 

While the locus here is Lincoln 
mourning jewelry, we would be remiss in 
not mentioning an 1861 
purchase made by the 
President-Elect himself. 
Lincoln purchased for 
his wife from Tiffany & 
Co. a seed-pearl 
"parure" (set or ensem
ble) to be worn at the 
Presidential Inaugural 
Ball on March 4, 1861. 
The pearl parure con
sisted of a necklace with 
pendant, double lobed 
earrings, a pair of 
bracelets and a breast 
pin. In place of the usual 
strands of pearl con
necting the rosettes or 
medallions, the bracelet 
bands were made of 
articulated plaques of 
gold with continuous 
engraved strips of roco
co ornament running 
through the middle. A 
larger medallion with 
slightly smaller medal
lions on each side was decorated with 
concentric rows of matched pearls. The 
spacers between the smaller medallions 
of the necklace were little hexafoil gold 
Uowers. The carte photograph, taken at 
Brady's Washington studio in 1861, 
shows the First Lady in her inaugural 
gown with the pearl parure. Lincoln paid 
a staggering $530 for the Tiffany pearls 
parure and matching earrings. Adjusted 
for inUation, that amount would be equiv
alent today to approximately $10,000. 

Lincoln's 1861 shopping spree ele
vated Ttlfany's reputation in New York 
City. The firm became known as "the 
house presidents visit." In the four years 
that followed, Tiffany's more than 
demonstrated their support for the 
Union cause by producing a large num-

ber of Union medals, swords and other 
patriotic devices. But another design 
house vied for equal recognition. 
Following the 1861 inauguration, M.W.Galt 
manufactured and sold credible copies of 
the Tiffany & Co. seed pearl set. Both 
President Lincoln and Jefferson Davis 
patronized M.W. Galt & Bro. And, both 
firms would compete head-to-head in 
marketing mourning pieces in later years. 

"The first telegraphic dispatches 
after the shooting were brief and tenta

tive, but the story quickly 
unfolded." Spontaneous 
expressions of sorrow ran 
into the streets. William 
Maxwell Evarts, addressing 
a meeting of the New York 
Historical Society on 
Tuesday evening, April 27, 
1865, eloquently mused, 
"Not as yet does the intensi
ty of this grief abate, nor will 
it for a long time. There is 
some terror In the grief on 
the nation." Chestnut Street 
in Philadelphia "was draped 
in black within an hour of 
the final bulletin." Vendors 
were out in droves peddling 
mourning tributes. Arriving 
In Philadelphia to view the 
remains of Lincoln, Henry S. 
Wilson wrote to his brother, 
April 21, 1865: "Everything in 
the Country has stopped 
perfectly still... Excepting 
these Yankees here - they 
are making fortunes out of it 

by selling Badges of Mourning with Mr. 
Lincoln's Photograph - also Cards 
with dates of Birth and accounts of 
his birthplace - besides his 'Life 
and Public Services'." Sales of 
mourning ltems were not limited 
to street vendors; jewelry stores 
also sold their own precious trib
utes to Lincoln. 

produced. (See cover illustration.) Part of 
the Zabriskie Collection disbursed last 
year, it dates to about 1865. Measuring 
just 20 by 14mm, it is carved in carnelian. 
Both Tiffany's and Ball & Black of New 
York specialized in such cameo stickpins. 
In these years, such cameos were fre
quently carved of white and black car
nelian or onyx. 

Courtesy of the 
Smithsonian's Political 
History collection, we 
picture this magniiicent-
ly carved, Lincoln 
mourning scarf-pin. 
Measuring just 8.5mm in 
length, and made of a 
low grade gold, the pin 
lacks any indication -
markings - of the design
er/manufacturer. But this 
specific scarf-pin was 
made especially for 
Mary Todd Lincoln. 
(Provenance has it coming directly from 
the family: Lincoln Isham donated the 
piece to the Smithsonian in 1958.) The 
stem Is scored to prevent it from slipping 
out of the fabric. 

During her years in Washington, Mrs. 
Lincoln purchased numerous pieces of 
jewelry from M. W. Galt, including mourn
ing pieces. With the help of Alexander 
Williamson in 1866, she returned a num
ber of articles to Mr. Galt for a refund. It 
is possible that Mrs. Lincoln purchased 
or received as a gift this scarf pin from 
Galt in those sorrowful days. 

New York cameo cutters included 
Augustus Saint-Gaudens, perhaps 

America's greatest sculptor, who 
launched his career by carving 

these small works of art, and 
George Jamison. Such artists 
often sold their cameos to lead-

, 
ing jewelry stores who supplied 
mountings with special designs. 

• This makes it difficult to identify 
Since Victorian men often 

adorned themselves with stick-
~~!:itJ" the work of specific cameo cutters. 

This exquisite piece from 
pins, considered extremely Cameo mourning brooch the Oliver R. Barrett Collection 
fashionable in the 1860s-70s, from the Oliver Barrett was purchased by Barrett with 
these were among the first Collection an 1897 explanatory note from a 
items to emerge with a Lincoln -------- Robert Coster of New York: 
mourning design. ln the tradi
tion of George Jamison's 1835 "conhylia 
portrait" cameo of Andrew Jackson, a 
Lincoln memorial cameo stickpin was 
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" ... cameos were carved by one 
of the leading artists & cameo cutters in 
this city in 1865. This person I have 
known for 15 or 20 years & he has always 
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supplied TiHany & Co., and other leading houses, all over the 
country. They are well & artistically done ... " 

Photographic innovations during the Civil War resulted in a 
growing popularity of photographic jewelry. Photographs 
became both affordable and could now be made small enough to 
use in such small, delicate pieces. Some of the finest jewelry 
houses often included photographic galleries within their stores. 
Photographs were inserted Into bracelets, brooches, and lockets. 
And while not all photographic jewelry was mourning in nature, 
such pieces would replace hair jewelry in popularity as appropri
ate tributes. Two examples of Lincoln photographic jewelry are 
pictured here: a memorial brooch and a locket. The Victorian 

photographic brooch, circa 1865, includes a glass covered albu
men portrait of Lincoln after the photograph by Berger. 

This Lincoln memorial locket from the Chicago Historical 
Society, circa 1865, was fashioned of brass with a gold wash. 
Measuring just under two inches in diameter, it includes a glass
covered albumen portrait after U1e 1864 photograph by Berger. 
The addition of onyx to such pieces - and the less expensive use 
of black enameling - very much replicated an ancient technique 
for using colored glass on metal. Enameling became so widely 
used on mourning pieces in the 1860-70s, many Items of jewelry 
can best be described as being "drenched" in black enamel. Many 
jewelry houses employed a number of enamelers for just such 
work. An example of their craft is seen in this oval, 
black enamel memorial medal. Measuring 32 ,,.:::;;;jjjj 
x 25mm, and probably intended as a pin, 
this piece was also part of the Zabriskie /4 
Collection. 

Without question, there are few col- / 
lectors of Lincoln mourning jewelry. 
And, there is a real scarcity of examples \ 
to be found In institutional holdings. For 
the most part this speaks to the rarity of 
the items themselves. One reason for the 
lack of extant examples of Lincoln mourning 
jewelry from the years Immediately following 
1865 is the fundamental shift in taste in the years that followed. 
Mourning jewelry was replaced by mourning cards, the preferred 
way to express one's sorrow. 

Further research in this area of Lincolniana is required. So 
the next time you·re fortunate enough to stumble upon a piece of 
Lincoln mourning jewelry, we hope this shimmering tribute to 
Abraham Lincoln will not be overlooked. ~ 

[The author is indebted to numerous institutions for help in 
researching this piece but expresses particular gratitude to Mary 
Jo Kline, Curator of Special Collections at the John Hay Library of 
Brown University.] 
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While there are numerous extant 
examples of polltfc:al jewelry from the 
campaigns of 1860 and 1864, and not 
the focus here. in my quest for ~ 
pies of mourning Jewelry I did source 
some Interesting pieces worth pictur
ing. The curator at the Newark 
Museum unearthed from 
storage this photographic 
Llncoln political bracelet. 
Made during the 1864 cam
paign, It Is whimsically 
carved of vegetable Ivory 
and holds ferrotypes of 
Abraham Uncoln, Sheridan, 
and Grant. It Is stringed with 
large, turquoise-colored beads with a 
black velvet tie. Due to the exorbitant 
cost of Ivory during the War, Imitation 
Ivory was frequently used. Imitation 
Ivory was fabricated out of poN:elaln and 
clay, "all of wblc:b lack the graining and 
high luster of Ivory." Bone was also sub
stituted for Ivory. Newark Jewelry manu
facturers that speclalized In bracelet 
production during the second half of the 
nlneteenth<entury Included Enos Rlclwdson & CO., Keep & 
Field, and Ball & Barnard. And, courtesy of the John Hay Ubrary 
o( Brown University, Is this decoratively engraved sterling silver 
Maltese cross measuring 2" in diameter, with an Ivory medallion 
of Uncoln. The piece ls Inscribed on front "Xmas 1861," and 
bears an Inscription on the back of the maker of the piece, "GB." 
While we have been unable to Identify the mak~ the stamped 
sterlinf'811ver hallmarb next to GB Indicate an F.ngllsh (Chester) 
origin. Upon close examination of Chester's Cycles of Hallmarks. 
we discover Uie piece was actually made between 1888 and 1889. 
ThJs Uncoln Maltese c:rou commemorates Llncoln's first 
Christmas as Prelkleat and the resolution of England's lint 
major foreign crisis with the Union, the "Ttent Affair." 

PUBLIC NOTICE 

In the late 1970s, my great-grandfather's Civil War commission was 
stolen from my father's medical office m Lynn, MA. His name was Major 
Bowman Bigelow Breed, a surgeon with the 8th Mass. Regiment from 

Lynn. The commIssIon was signed by Abraham Lincoln and Edwin 
Stanton. My father, a surgeon and veteran of WWII himself, is 85 and in 
ill health. I would love to be able to retrieve this family heirloom and pre· 
sent It to him. Although my father reported it stolen, I understand that the 

current owner likely knows nothing of its history. I and my family will 
gladly recompense the current owner to get the commission back. 

Anyone with information can contact Allan Breed at 919-562-7828. 
I can also be reached at abreed@ap.org or by writing to 

236 Evesham Court, Wake Forest. NC 27587. 
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A BALLOT WITH QUITE A STORY! 

T 
his small "Union Republican Ticket" was recently discov
ered in an old family diary in Portland, Maine. Measuring 
3 x 5" with bright orange printing, printed on the verso is 
the slogan "For A Convention." The owner believed it 
dated to the Civil War - something easy to assume given 
the portrait of Lincoln. When we saw the ballot, however, 

we quickly dismissed it as some-
,------------. thing of later vintage. Certainly it 

UNION REPUBLICAN TICKET -OARJ.IN<lTON D16TIIICT 
l'DJI TII& t)~ 

' al'. ,nr,mn1rn 
18,UC Bl K}:~TON • 
IOIWA'i ~c; 
IUCIJAR JUMJlrtW 

·-q 

was non-consequential and of 
limited interest. Then, for the 
sake of the exercise, (some of us 
delight in the challenge posed 
by esoteric research) we decid
ed to see ii we could identify the 
piece with certainty. What we 
iliscovered taught us an impor
tant lesson. We found this 

unique ticket speaks to 
both politics in the South 
just after the Civil War and 
has some rather dramatic 
association! All of which is 
made more remarkable by 
the use of Lincoln's visage! 

We first needed to identify 
the state where Darlington 
County could be found. 
Wisconsin has a county by that 
name, but the State Historian 
knew our ticket was likely from 
another Darlington - perhaps 
Darlington County, South Carolina 
That took us to a gentleman who 
shared a great deal of insight on 

"carpetbag politics" at the end of the War; Horace Rudisill, the 
Darlington County Historian in South Carolina. 

During the Civil War, Darlington County was occupied by 
troops of the 29th Maine. Accompanying those troops was a 
chaplain, B.F. Whittemore, who, after the War, remained in the 
city or Darlington. He organized that city's Black Methodist 
Church (the other Methodist Church remained all-White) and 
stayed on as the town minister. This ticket, listing Whittemore as 
an Elector, dates from the critical campaign of 1867 and South 
Carolina's effort to ratify a new State Constitution. And, far more 
telling, ls the fact that all three of Whittemore's colleagues on the 
ballot are African-American. No doubt considered a trouble
maker and instigator, a few years later the good Chaplain was run 
out of town as a carpetbagger! 

Benjamin Franklin Whittemore (1824-1894) was born in 
Malden, Middlesex County, MA. He attended Amherst, engaged in 
mercantile pursuits until 1859, studied theology and became a 
minister in the Methodist Episcopal Church of the New England 
Conference in 1859. During the Civil War he served as chaplain of 
the Fifty-third Regiment. Massachusetts Volunteers, and later 
with the Thirtieth Regiment, Veteran Volunteers. In addition to 
serving as a delegate to the South Carolina State Constitutional 
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Convention of 1867, he was elected president of the Republican 
State Executive Board. The following year he served as a member 
of the State Senate and was a delegate to the Republican National 
Convention of 1868. Upon the readmission of South Carolina to 
representation, Whittemore was elected as a Republican to the 
Fortieth and Forty-first Congresses and served from July 18, 1868 
to February 24, 1870. At that time, the crusading Chaplain was 
forced to resign bis seat in the House - pending the investigation 
of his conduct in connection with certain appointments to the 
United States Military and Naval Academies! (It turns out quite a 
few dollars could be made by selling such appointments!) 
Whittemore entered history as one of the few Congressmen to be 
censured by the House of Representatives, the censure handed 
down on February 24, 1870. And, if this were not enough, he was 
reelected that year to the same seat, returned to the Congress to 
present his credentials, but the House "declined ... to allow him to 
take his seat." He returned to South Carolina and served again as a 
member of the State Senate until 1877. That year, the "good citi
zens" decided they had enough of his preaching and posturing -
they "forced" his immediate departure from that state. He returned 
to Massachusetts settling in Woburn where he became a publisher. 

As one can see ... the face of Lincoln graces quite an interest
ing piece of ephemera - one that actually tells a real story! 

[Postscript: After reading the above, Mr. Rudisill of 
Darlington Historical commented that he thought we were being 
"quite kind" in our treatment of the Reverend: "At a crucial election 
here, he urged his (Black) followers to 'set the woods afire' hoping 
to pull white people away from the polls to fight the inferno."] 1v,", 

CIIlJCK HAND 
P.O.BOX5 

PARIS, D.. 61944 
Phone: (217) 463-4M5 

email: butch@tigerpaw.com 
www.tigorpaw.com/alincoln 

Specializing in Books, 
Pamphlets, Prints, 
Autographs, and 
Ephemera about 

Abraham Lincoln and 
His Time 

Interested in purchasing 
single items or collections 

Cata.logs l&sued 
Inquiries Invited 
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George T. Brown, cont. 
dered and biographized of men - but has 
himseli somehow eluded all the most 
incidental of scholarly notice. Brown's 
name should be a household word to 
political collectors, at least. Why? 
Because they have seen it every time 
they look at a ticket to the impeachment 
of Andrew Johnson. Brown's facsimile 
signature appears on each one as 
Sergeant-at-Arms of the United States 
Senate, the post which was his pinnacle 
of fame. 

Born in Scotland in 1820, George T. 
Brown first appears on a significant page 
of history while yet a teenager. As a resi
dent of Alton, IUinois in 1837, he was one 
of the small band of defenders who took 
up arms against a mob intent on destroy
ing the printing office of abolitionist min
ister, editor and publisher Elijah Lovejoy, 
although it is not clear whether Brown 
participated in the actual fighting which 
led to Lovejoy's martyrdom for freedom 
of the press. Not long afterward, Brown 
began studying law under Lyman 
Trumbull, and became a Justice of the 
Peace; a legend in local history saw him 
hold court on a flat boat moored in front 
of his oltice during an 1844 flood of the 
Mississippi River. Moving into politics, 
Brown became mayor of Alton (1846-
1847), an alderman (1850-51, 53-54), and 
near winner of the 1852 Democratic state 
nomination for Lt. Governor, an honor he 
lost to Gustave P. Koerner. 

In 1847, Brown served as a delegate 
to the Illinois constitutional convention 
in Springfield and helped frame a docu
ment which governed the state for 
almost 125 years. He sat on the 
Committee on Elections and Right of 
Suffrage, on another charged with divid
ing Illinois into three State Supreme 
Court electoral districts, and moved a 
sympathy resolution for the families of 
Colonel John J. Hardin and other 
Mexican War dead. One incident from the 
convention suggests his sense of humor; 
when a delegate from upstate Galena 
complained that Alton was continually 
getting state funds because the peniten
tiary was located there, Brown retorted 
that the prison clid not benefit just Alton 
but all the people of the state, ~and 
Galena has her share of its occupants." 

Brown's business interests were con
siderable. He was speculating in bounty 
land warrants near the end of the 
Mexican War; was elected a director of 

George T. Brown presenting the "Articles of 
Impeachment" to President Johnson -
as depicted on the cover of Harper's, 

Saturday, March 28, 1868. 

A printed Ucket to the Trial, 
signed in type by Brown. The 

manuscript pass below is the only 
example known. 
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the Alton, Jacksonville and Carrollton 
Rail Road in 1853, and was the original 
builder and proprietor of Alton's gas 
works in the early 1850s. But It was as a 
newspaper editor and publisher that he 
made his mark. The Alton Courier, co
founded by Brown in 1852 and solely 
owned by him from January 1854 until 
1860, became "under his direction, the 
best and most influential daily in the 
state outside of Chicago,• operating from 
its own four story building, the "finest 
and most complete newspaper plant in 
Illinois." The paper appeared In daily, trl
weekly and weekly editions; the estab
lishment even had a bindery, and job
work included such items as the 1853 cat
alog of faculty and students at Shurtle{f 
College, credited to "George T. Brown's 
Steam Press Print." One of Brown's edit
ing proteges, Sidney Andrews (1835-
1880) earned enough fame to at least get 
into today's standard biographical refer
ences. Late in the Civil War, Andrews was 
a special correspondent for The Chicago 
Tribune and The Boston Advertiser, and 
for part of the war was an "attendant~ to 
Brown in the Senate. 

Brown was among the many anti
slavery men politically energized by 
Stephen Douglas' Kansas-Nebraska bill. 
He entered the nlinois legislature in 
.January 1855 as an anti-Nebraska 
Democrat and was elected Secretary of 
State, a fact Abral1am Lincoln duly noted 
in a letter of 6 January to Elihu 
Washburn. Lincoln was keeping close 
tabs on the legislature because it was 
soon to elect a U.S. Senator, and he 
aspired to that office; he had just refused 
his own, unsought seat in the state sen
ate, the better to pursue his national 
ambition. When the legislature voted on 
February 8, 1855, Lincoln had an early 
lead but, in order to ensure an anti
Nebraska victory, was persuaded to with
draw in favor of Free-Soil Democrat 
Lyman Trumbull, Brown's old preceptor. 
Trumbull wasted no time in castigating 
Douglas once he was on the Senate floor 
and Brown, ever Trumbull's faithluJ polit
ical correspondent, praised him for 
"herding and subduing the Nebraska 
Lion in his peculiar theater." 

One year later, with a Presidential 
election looming and anti-Nebraska senti
ment at a fevered-pitch, a group of anti
slavery newspaper editors joined Lincoln 
in calling for a statewide political con-
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vention. That historic convention-which in all but name founded 
the Republican Party In Ulinois-was presided over by George T. 
Brown, who called it to order at Major's Hall in Bloomington on 
May 29, 1856. Brown personally moved a resolution blasting 
Douglas for meddling with the Compromise of 1850, asserting he 
had "violated lhe confidence or lhe people of Illinois and now 
holds his seat in lhe Senate whlle he misrepresents them." The 
climax of the convention was a rafter-raising speech by Lincoln, 
one said to have been so utterly spellbinding that the attending 
reporters failed to take notes. This legendary "Lost Speech" 
remained essentially unrecovered until 1930 when Paul Angle 
found a brief gloss of it, presumably written by none other than 
George T. Brown in his Alton Weekly Courier1 Later published in 
The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln. it remains the "only 
contemporary account" of any substance. 

Subsequently Brown attended the first Republican National 
Convention, held in Philadelphia in mid-June 1856, which nomi
nated John C. Fremont for the Presidency; much to his own sur
prise when be learned of it, Lincoln was proposed for the Vice 
Presidential nomination and received 110 votes. What role 
Brown played in getting Lincoln lhis, his first recognition for a 
national elective office, can only be surmised. But it appears that 
in the Immediately ensuing years he became something of a 
power among Illinois Republicans, even if only "behind the 
scenes," and grew closer to Lincoln. In January 1858, when 
Lincoln badly needed to consult his absent colleague Joe 
Gillespie about a suit before the State Supreme Court - one 
involving reapportionment to Republican disadvantage - he 
implored Brown by telegraph to send Gillespie up to Springfield 
"at once. Don't fail." Brown also figured in one of Lincoln's State 
Supreme Court lawsuits, during the January 1859 term, when 
Lincoln unsuccessfully sought to compel discharged trustees of 
the State Bank of Illinois to turn over their records to Brown, 
Koerner and Richard Yates, their newly appointed successors. 

On the evening of April 21, 1858, Brown was one of the select 
group including Lincoln, Norman 8. Judd, and prominent 
Chicago newspaper editors William Bross and Charles H. Ray, 
which met in the [l]inois State Library to discuss ways of trun
cating the political ambitions of John Wentworth, also a noted 
Chicago newspaperman, city mayor, and ex-Congressman. They 
feared lhe possibility that Wentworth would shut-out Lincoln as 
a candidate for the U.S. Senate by pocketing enough legislators 
himself to become the challenger of Stephen Douglas. Had it hap
pened, the scenario might truly have changed history: without 
the momentous debates to rivet national attention upon the 
Railsplitter, it seems the prospect of a Lincoln Presidency would 
have been considerably diminished. 

ln 1860, Brown was a member of the 111inois State Republican 
Convention. On July 5, 1861, he was elected Sergeant-at-Arms of 
the United States Senate, a post he continued to hold through the 
administrations of Lincoln and Andrew Johnson. Among other 
labors he helped the Committee on the Conduct of the War gather 
evidence against General Charles P. Stone. Stone was summarily 
imprisoned for months, but never charged, on the basis of vague 
rumors of disloyalty and mishandling of the Battle of Ball's Bluff at 
which Lincoln's old. good friend Colonel E.D. Baker was killed. 
During Lincoln's reelection campaign of 1864, Brown was appoint
ed by the Republican National CommJttee to send out campaign 
literature, and he reported with some pride to Senator Trumbull on 
November 5th that he had "distributed nearly a million documents, 
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nearly all to the Army, from Maine to Louisiana." A comment in a 
letter written lhe foUowing month by White House assistant clerk 
Charles Philbrick furnishes one of the few personal views we have 
of Brown, and perhaps a telling one: on December 30, 1864, in a gos
sipy missive to Ozias Hatch, Illinois Secretary of State and 
Republican functionary, Philbrick noted that "George T. Brown has 
a 'good thing' and attends to it very well. He is pleasant to every
body and looks out for 'number one' ... ". 

Following Lincoln's assassination in April 1865, Brown was a 
member of the Congressional delegation which attended the 
final funeral ceremonies and entombment in Springfield. His last 
notable service as Sergeant-at-Arms came in August 1868 when 
he oversaw the laying-in-state at the Capitol of Senator Thaddeus 
Stevens, the fierce old Radical Republican and abolitionist who 
spearheaded the impeachment of President Johnson. Not long 
afterwards, Brown returned to Alton but, as a later county histo
ry put it, "he had lost his prominence in politics and failing 
resources added to his misfortunes. He was unmarried and led a 
rather lonely life. The journalistic 
instinct was still strong in him and 
he was accustomed to frequent 
newspaper offices to look over the 
exchanges and thus keep pace with 
a world in which he had once borne 
a prominent part." Brown died in 
Alton on June IO, 1880 and is 
buried in the city cemetery. ~ 

, ... ,.;:;1~. ~•!j 
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An 1865 Inaugural Ball invitation with an attached admission card 
signed by George T. Brown, one of the Managers. 

NOTICE: As a companion volume to our 
previous work, Herndon's Informants: 
Letters. Interviews. and Statements About 
Abraham Lincoln (University of Illinois 
Press, 1998), the Lincoln Studies Center 
at Knox College has begun a major pro
ject to publish or list the letters, articles, 
and lectures about his law partner writ· 
ten by William H. Herndon himself. For 
this project, we would be grateful to hear 
of any Herndon material in private col
lections, as well as in libraries. Please 
contact Rodney 0. Davis or Douglas L. 
Wilson, Lincoln Studies Center, Knox 
College, Galesburg, IL 61401. 
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"Books serve to show a man that those original 
thoughts of his aren't very new, after all." 
- Abraham Lincoln. 

THE WRilTEN WORD 
Daniel Pearson 

I 
'm going to let you in on a little secret, however reluctantly. 
When considering the various aspects of collecting 
Lincolniana, you can't beat the value offered by books and 
pamphlets - the printed word. When compared to other 
types of collectibles available to Lincoln enthusiasts, the 

price, variety, and availability of books make them extremely 
attractive. In today's market, the high cost of Lincoln autographs 
and manuscripts make them available only to the most well
heeled collector. The price of a single quality photograph or 
print can easily be in the thousands of dollars. Relics and curios 
with direct connections to Lincoln are also prohibitively expen
sive lo the average collector. But books and pamphlets, even at 
their most expensive extreme, can offer a collector a great value. 

To be sure, collecting books offers unique challenges in 
itself, and the cost of building a good Lincoln library can amount 
to a great deal of money. But depending on the type of library 
you want to assemble, and how basic or complete you want it to 
be, collecting Lincoln books could provide the "biggest bang for 
your bucks." In this article and in others to follow, I hope to offer 
a close examination of the basics of assembling a Lincoln library, 
and collecting Lincoln books in general. 

Admittedly, the learning curve of the book trade is steep, 
particularly if you want lo be careful about the quality of books 
you want lo buy. However, ii you want to build a 
library where your primary concern Is the informa
tion contained in the books, assembling a working 
library can be rather simple and inexpensive. Many 
titles are available in book club editions, later print
ings. or ex-library books. Through the purchase of 
these types of books, a very good research library can 
be had for a fairly modest investment. 

However, if you are concerned with assembling a 
large library of quality books, or wish to make your 
library a source of financial investment, 
careful attention must be paid to the 
particular books being purchased. 
When considering the value of a given 
book or pamphlet, three primary con
siderations must be taken into account· 
scarcity, edition, and condition. 

Scarcity 

A book can be scarce or rare clue to sev
eral factors; often it is a simple matter 
of supply and demand. Some books are 
issued in limited editions, thus making 
them instantly scarce. But don't be 
fooled by editions that are limited to 
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such a large number that the purpose of the limitation is defeat
ed. When Harcourt Brace and Company first published Carl 
Sandburg's Lincoln CoHector: The Story or OJjyer R Barrett's Great 
Private CoUection (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1949), it did 
so in a signed and numbered limited edition, but it was an edition size of 
2,425 copies. Hard1y a scarce book, it can often be had for less than $100, 
and most of that value is for the intrinsic worth of Sandburg's signature 
than for the book itself. Generally speaking. an edition must be limited to 
250 copies or less In order to have a dramatic effect on price or scarcity. 

Rarity can also be a function of the age and intended pur
pose of a given title. A good example here are Lincoln campaign 
biographies from 1860 and 1864. Published as a means of 
acquainting the public with the candidate, they were generally 
issued in two formats: as a regular hardbound book, or a cheap
er, often abbreviated version bound in fllmsy paper covers, com
monly referred to as "wrappers." The former was intended for 
those who wanted to keep the biographies, while the wrapper 
editions were often sold in bulk and intended to last only as long 
as the campaign itself. Even early collectors of Lincolniana val
ued the more substantial hardbound copies more than their 
cheap paperbound counterparts. This early indifference to the 
value of the cheaper editions, in addition to the fragile nature of 
their construction, resulted in far fewer wrapper editions sur

viving through the years, thus 
making them much more scarce. 

In other cases, the potential 
popularity of a book may be mis
judged, resulting in a fairly small 
press run. Then, should the 
book prove popular, more print
ings may be ordered. An exam
ple of this situation is Theodore 
Roscoe's Web of Conspiracy: 
The Complete Story of the Men 
Who Murdered Abraham Lincoln 
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 

J Inc., 1959). Second printings of 
' this book are quite common, 

printings, with an errata slip attached 
before preface, are much scarcer. 

There are Instances an original printing of a book 
may be destroyed before the book is widely circulat
ed. Such was the case with Ljncoin and Salem· 
Pioneers of Mason and Menard Counties by T.G. 
Onstot (Forest City, IL: T.G. Onstot, 1902). Privately 
published by the author. a majority of the press run 
was destroyed in a warehouse tire before the book 

could be widely distributed. Apparently the author could not 
afford to print another edition, and thus the surviving copies are 
quite scarce and rather expensive. 

Another factor that affects scarcity is tbe size of the intend
ed audience for a given title. Some books, particularly early 
titles, were printed In very small editions, merely because at the 
time there was not much of an audience interested in the book. 
In 1874. John R. Williams wrote a BiograohjcaJ Sketch or the Life 
of WiIHam G, Green of Menard County. 111. (n.p.: W.R. Brink & Co .. 
1874). ~sncky Bill" Green was an intimate of Lincoln in New 
Salem, working in the Lincoln and Berry store for a time. 
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However, he led a rather undistinguished life, hardly worthy of 
having a book written about him. The slim volume quite naturally 
enjoyed limited demand and is therefore difficult to obtain today. 

Often, when original editions are long out of print, and the 
copyrights are in the public domain, demand is high enough to 
merit a reprinting. The University of Nebraska Press has reprinted 
several early Lincoln titles over the past few years, each with a 
new introduction by a current scholar. Americana House, a divi
sion of the Abraham Lincoln Book Shop, has also reprinted sever
al hard-to-find titles. 

Edition 

When speaking of collectible books in general, a great deal of 
importance and value is placed on priority. As a general rule, the 
earlier the printing the more valuable the book. That is to say that 
a first edition is generally more valuable than subsequent editions. 
Thus it is important to be able to identify a first edition. And this 
is not always an easy task. 

Different publishers utilize various methods for identifying 
first editions. To further confound the collectors, most publishing 
houses have changed these methods over the years. Many collec
tors assume that the mere presence of the words "First Edition" on 
the copyright page is the true test of a first. However, that is not 
necessarily true, particularly in more recent publication. Further, 
some publishers use rather cryptic means of identifying first edi
tions without every using the phrase. For these reasons, an essen
tial tool for a book collector is a comprehensive guide to identify
ing first editions. A number of such guides have been published. 
One of the best is First Editions: A Guide to ldentj(jcatjons, edited 
by Edward N. Zemple and Linda Verkler. (Peoria: Spoon River 
Press, 1989). This guide is particularly useful as It is based on pre
vious work and gives identification points for first editions going 
back a number of years. For identifying more recent first editions, 
Bill McBride has compiled the handy Pocket Guide to the 
ldentificatjon of First Editjons (Hartford, CT: McBride Publishers, 
1995; fifth edition). This pocket-sized guide can be easily carried 
with you as you go book hunting. 

Condition 

Perhaps the most important variable that affects the value of a 
book is its condition. Books are really tools. They are objects to be 
handled, read and used. It is ironic that this very act of utilizing a 
book in the manner in which it was intended can serve to reduce its 
value. A well-read book often shows obvious signs of wear and tear. 
And the more wear and tear evident, the less the book is worth. 

ln describing a book's condition, it is a sound policy to use 
common terminology recognized by both collectors and book
sellers. Book dealers generally adhere to this standard terminolo
gy in describing books in printed catalogs, but with the rise of 
book sales on the Internet, more amateur booksellers are entering 
the market. It has therefore become even more important that col
lectors not only familiarize themselves with these terms, but insist 
that vendors use them as well. The following accepted standard 
terminology was derived from the now defunct publication, The 
AB Bookman Weekly: 
~: A book that is in the same immaculate condition in which 
it was published. There can be no defects; the dust jacket (if it was 
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Abraham Lincoln Book Shop, Inc. 
Since 1938, Specialists In 

f5 Lincolniana and The Civil War 

{o U.S. Presidents 

f5 U.S. Military History and 
U.S. Political History 

{o Books (new, out-of-print, rare) 

{o Autographs, Manuscripts, 
Documents 

f5 Photographs, Prints, Paintings, 
Sculpture, Campaign Items 

V,sit Our Web Site: 
<www .ALincolnBookShop.com> 

Featuring 
The Essential Lincoln Book Shelf. 

We Seek These Titles ... Please Quote. 
and 

A Sampling of our inventory and 
onJine ordering. 

Ask About: 
An Albumen Photograph of Abraham 

Lincoln by Alexander Gardner in 
I 863, produced directly from the 
original wet-plate glass negative. 

We Constantly Seek: 
Quality Items 

for Purchase or Consignment. 
Please fax or send copies and brief 

descriptions. 

Catalogs Available--Inquiries Invited 

ft~ 

AB.ADAM LINCOLN 
BOe.K SBOP 9 INC. 
357 West Cl>lcago A,-cnuc • Oilcago, llllnol.-60610 
312.944.3085 • Fu 312.9«.5549 

If It's On Our Shelves ... It's History! 
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Collecting Books, cont. 

issued with one) must be perfect, without creases or tears. 
m: Almost the same as an As New book, but without being 
crisp. A book in Fine condition must also have no defects. U Lhe 
jacket is lightly worn, this should be noted. 
Very Good: A used book that does show some small signs of 
wear, but has no tears on the binding or paper. Any defects must 
be noted (as is the case for each of the following grades). 
G.oQ.d.: The average used and worn book. All pages or leaves 
must be present. 
fai.r: A worn book that has complete text pages, with all maps or 
illustrations present. May lack endpapers, half-title, or other 
pages where no text appeared, but these missing pages must be 
noted. The binding and jacket may also be worn. 
fQm:: A book that is sufficiently worn that its only merit is as a 
reading copy because it does have the complete text, which 
must be legible. Any missing maps or Illustrations should still be 
noted. The binding may be worn and torn, scuffed, stained, or 
spotted, with pieces missing. Joints may be loose or broken. 

In all events, books listed for sale that are book club edi
tions or ex-library books must be identified as such. Collectors 
who are concerned with desirability generally steer clear of both 
book club editions and ex-library books. These volumes hold lit
tle value beyond the content of the information. Book club edi
tions are generally more cheaply made than regular editions. In 
many cases, particularly with older titles, book club editions are 
physically smaller as well. Learning to recognize book club edi
tions can often be as tricky as identifying first editions. As a rule 
of thumb, if there is a blindstamped (an impression made into the 
cloth) circle, square, or other design located in the lower right 
corner of the back board of a book, it is a book club edition. Book 
clubs used this device for many years to designate their prod-

ucts. The absence of a price on the dust jacket can also be a sign 
of a book club edition. However, these rules may not bold true in 
all cases, particularly for books published in recent years. 

Ex-library books are also of little real value to a collector. Ex
library books that bear all of the usual library markings, stick
ers, pockets, and rough use, are worth but a small fraction of 
their usual value. The only real exceptions are rare or limited 
edition titles, but even in these cases their actual value is con
siderably lower than their uninstitutionalized counterparts. 

Be wary of sellers who do not use and follow these descrip
tions. Too often books are oflered for sale in "mint" or "really 
nice" condition. Not only are these types of descriptions highly 
subjective, they are also an indication that the seller is not famil
iar with the trade and should be approached with caution. 

It must be pointed out that many of the topics discussed 
above have notable exceptions. Future articles in this series will 
explore other factors that affect the value 
of a book, such as dust jackets, authors' 
signatures, and association copies. 
Additionally, we wiU take a look at col
lecting specific types of the printed word 
like broadsides, pamphlets, limtted edi
tions, early Lincolniana and campaign 
biographies. In the meantime, if you have 
any suggestions for areas to explore or 
specific questions you would like 
answered, please feel free to contact me. 

Daniel Pearson 
413 West St. 
Beaver Dam, WI 53916-1557 
Email: alincoln@centuryTel.net "M, e,.i. ""'"'"' 1 ... 1, 

or 
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IfyouarcSelling ... We buy autographs, documenlS, manuscripts, family correspondence, 
signed books, signed photos, relics associated with famous people, 
stamp collections, coin collections, etc. We have pald out over $20 mllllon 
In the last five years alone for material of this nature. Whether your 
masterpk"Ce is a single item or an entire collection, valued at $1,000 or $1 
million - we are eager to purchase and can pay you within 24 hours. can 
for a free brochure or fax what you have for sale. 

If you are Buying ... 1 rnlversity produces the mMt frequent and exciting ll-.t.'I In the trade. C.all 
today for a free lisL We handle most every category and our enormous 
volume allows you to purchase at the most competitive prices. 

~ Ardd11s 

• 
Visit our Web Sile al UniversityArchJvcs.com 

Call Toll Free: 800-237-S692 or 203-15-1-0 I 11 • Fax 203 45-1-3111 
Wri1c u:-. at: 49 RJclunondvWe Avenue • Westport, CT 06880 

E-Mail: John@Uoivcr.siLyArchivcs.com 
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A SURVEY OF LINCOLN 

INAUGURM5 

Donald L. Ackerman 

Beginning with George Washington's 
first Oath of Office in 1789, Americans 
have celebrated the inauguration of 
each president. In addition to parades 
and fireworks, souvenirs of all conceiv- extras. These were issued by newspa-
able types have been produced to mark pers throughout the country and were 
such occasions. Manufactured keep- considered important enough to stand 
sakes have primarily consisted of: pen- on their own - often as single sheets 
nants, clothing and pin-back buttons, with blank reverses, almost in the format 
ribbons, medals (both official and unoffi- of a broadside. In the case of the Second 
cial), invitations to the inaugural cere- Inaugural Address, we have seen a 
monies, invitations to inaugural balls, "deluxe edition" issued at the 
license plates, programs, and china. In time on heavy coated stock 
fact, collecting presidential inaugural which was impressive both 
memorabilia is a field unto itself. in size and graphics. 
Fortunately, you don't have to be an Speaking of the news 
inaugural specialist to collect and enjoy media, magazines at the 
objects produced to commemorate time gave extensive cover-
Lincoln's two inaugurations in 1861 and age to the inaugural festivi-
1865. It is the purpose of this article to ties. Large woodcut portraits 
describe and picture some of these President Lincoln graced the cov-
objects - to provide an introduction and ers of Harper's and Leslie's while the 
overview of such material culture for the centerfolds gave an expanded view of 
benefit of our fellow collectors. the crowds gathered for the swearing-in 

When one thinks of .------------=---, ceremonies and inaugural 
presidential inaugurations, ~w,., U-¾fb llf,, address. Magazine illustra-
naturally the inaugural .~,;,-.. ""'~ tions of this type remain 
address first comes to v readily available and mod-
mind. For most of our his- estly priced. 
tory as a nation, a public Unlike later inaugura-
address by the president tions, photographic cover-
has been a requisite cus- age during the Civil War 
tom. While the majority of period was extremely lim-
these public utterances lted. (In this issue's "ln the 
made little impact, certain Marketplace," we report 
speeches truly stand out. ,.,,_ .. "-•····""" on the sale of a rare albu-
Everyone knows about the lllJ.LW.IUI .. L.hlUIJ.W. men image of the 1865 
long speech delivered by - ~-- _ event offered by Gary 
William Henry Harrison in '----------------' Hendershott.) Inasmuch 
bitter cold weather - a physical toll that as a photograph of Buchanan's 1857 cer-
resulted in his death from pneumonia emony exists, it seems Ukely that pho-
but a short month later. Many of us tographs were taken in 1861 as well. 
remember John F. Kennedy's memorable Unfortunately, none have surfaced in the 
speech that signaled the start of the intervening years. The discovery of such 
"New Frontier." But tJ1e greatest inaugur- an image would be of the greatest signif-
al address of all, without question, was icance. 
that offered by a war-weary Lincoln with In the realm of sheet music, at least 
his Second Inaugural Address that one example exists that we can say with 
included the oft-quoted "With malice certainty was issued to commemorate 
towards none ... " Both this - and his one of Lincoln's inaugurations. This is 
1861 Address (likewise a worthy effort)- the Inauguration Grand March. This is a 
appeared in contemporary newspaper reissued and reworked version of the 

uWigwam" Grand March of 1860. The 
1861 version has added a beard to 
Lincoln's portrait and substituted the 
words "President of the United States" 
for "RepubUcan Presidential Candidate" 
- a cheap. but effective edit! 

The field of medallic art which is 
today preeminent in the collecting of 
inaugural material, was terribly under

utilized during Lincoln's time. In 1861, 
there is but a single medal issued in 
connection with the inauguration. 

(fhe piece is cataloged in J. 
Doyle DeWitt's A Century of 
Campaign Buttons. 1789-)889 
- a necessary reference 
source that was reissued and 
updated by Dr. Edmund 

Sullivan. It is listed as AL-1860-
32). AL-1860-2, as discussed in a 

previous issue, has been misattributed 
as an inaugural medal but is most defi
nitely a campaign item. AL-1860-7 ("Thou 
Art the Man. President 1861.") was 
Issued after 1862, primarily for sale to 
collectors as a "new variety." For the sec
ond ceremony in 1865, we can locate but 
two inaugural medals, both produced by 
the United States Mint. Produced in sil
ver and copper, these diminutive medals 
(18rrun.) were engraved by Paquet. 

Engraved invitations to the two 
inaugural balls can also be sourced. The 
1861 invites unfortunately do not picture 
either Lincoln or Hamlin, but depict an 
eagle and the words "Union Ball" and a 
list of managers. A large, "all-purpose" 
invitation was issued, along with smaller 

continued, next page 
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1865, Thomas Stevens of 
Coventry, England exported a 
multicolored ~tevensgraph" 
ribbon depicting "President 
Lincoln." After the assassina
tion, this design was reissued 
with the altered inscription 
"The Late Lamented President 
Lincoln." In addition, a domes
tically-produced ribbon with 
attached photo of Lincoln, 
taken by Gardner in February, 
1865, can logically be consid
ered an inaugural souvenir, 
especially considering its red. 

white, and blue colors. 
Perhaps the "Holy Grail" of 

inaugural souvenirs is the 
Lincoln-Johnson china vase illus
trated in the October 1998 issue 

J1t of The Rail Sphller. While we have •------1111 no documentation concerning Its 

"admission" cards to the soirees and 
danct•s. In addition, the obligatory dance
card was printed to enable lady attendees 
to organize their time effectively and 
avoid the dreaded "over-booking." For 
reasons unknown, all souvenirs of the '61 
inaugural ball are excessively rare. In con
trast, invitations for the Lincoln-Johnson 
inaugural ball of 1865 are offered with reg
ularity, ranging in price from S 1,000-1 ,800. 
Our suspicion Is that a group of these was 
discovered some years back. as most 
examples are uninscribed. Still. the graph
ics are supreme and, rare or not, It's got Lo 
be the king of inaugural ball invitations! 

For those who collect ribbons, it is 
pleasing to report that several varieties 
were issued to mark inaugural occasions. 
In 1861, two woven ribbons, produced in 
Switzerland, were exported to the U.S. 
Both depict a beardless Lincoln. One 
variety. woven in black thread against a 
white ground, is simply inscribed "A. 
Lincoln." The other more common variety. 
woven in multicolored thread, is inscribed 
"A. Lincoln. President." and dated 1861. In 

production, we can only assume 
it was made in extremely limited quanti
ties for distribution to either Important 
dignitaries or the principals Involved. We 
are aware of only one example and hope 
in vain to find another. 

The number of items issued for the 
1865 inauguration far exceeds those pro
duced in 1861. Perhaps, with the end of 
the war in sight, people felt in a 
more celebratory mood. 
A New York dry 
goods merchant 
printed up an imi
tation $5 bill bear
ing portraits of 
Lincoln and 
Johnson (a prescient 
precursor to the 
Federal note that 
would incorporate U1e 
famous Brady $5 bill 
pose). A red overprint 
includes fake serial num
bers and the words 
"Washington, DC March 4, 
1865 Inauguration. tt The 

reverse of the 
note lists goods available 
through a lottery arrange
ment, of which this note was 
an integral part. A 
Washington, DC newspaper, 
lhe Daily Chronicle, printed 
up a souvenir inaugural 
poem on silk. We speculate 
they had a stand set up along 
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the procession route and ran these off as 
the demand dictated. The Chronicle also 
printed a four-page flyer In red ink that 
Incorporated the poem and details con
cerning the inaugural parade. 

Obviously. we may have left out 
some items of note. ll you 
have anything In your col-

___ J 

lection that relates, please feel free to 
send a photo for inclusion in a future 
issue. We look forward to future discov
eries as such material - despite dating 
from almost a century and a half back -
still remains to be found! ·~. 
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HAIL HALE HOUSE! 

Stuart Lutz 

D over, New Hampshire is an ideal New 
England town. It is located just a few miles in 
from the seacoast, just off the Piscataqua 
River separating New Hampshire from 

Maine. The town is old, but well-preserved. The 
downtown boasts many turn-of-the-century buildings including a 
large mill, once likely used to spin Southern cotton. Among Dover's 
most interesting buildings is the John P. Hale House, currently 
owned by the Woodman Institute. The three story brick buildlng 
was built in 1813 for John Williams, a locally prominent man who 
owned the local cotton mill. In 1840, Williams sold the magnificent 
home to Senator John Parker Hale. who owned it until his death. 

.John Hale, the first abolitionist Senator, is a true New 
Hampshire hero - his statue graces the front lawn of the State 
House in Concord. Hale, 1806-1873, was a presidential candidate 
on the Free Soil ticket of 1852 - withdrawing his name four years 
earlier as the Abolitionist (Liberty) candidate {or that office over 
party disputes on slavery. One of the founders of the Republican 
Party, Hale was responsible for ending flogging and grog rations in 
the Navy. He served in the Senate through the War until receiving 
his position as U.S. Minister to Spain, 1865-69. 

On a beautiful autumn afternoon, I decided to take the tour 
or the Hale House and learn about its connection with President 
Abraham Lincoln. I was pleasantly surprised by my discovery. 

Upon admittance to the Woodman lnstitute's main building, 
I was cordially received by Thom Hindle, a local photographer 
who volunteers at the site. He quickly took me next door to the 
Hale House while briefly explaining the history of the property 
and Senator Hale. "Understand," he said as he unlocked the door 
to the Hale House, "it's Ironic that Hale came from Dover. After 
all, the wealth here was built on cotton mills, and where did we 
get cotton from? But remember that Senators were elected by 
the state legislatures and not by the people or popular vote." 

Hindle escorted me into a large room on the first floor - it 
has not yet been restored to the condition of when the Hales 
resided there, but a number of display cases filled with local 
memorabilia have been installed. The far comer includes mater
ial dedicated to Senator Hale and his family, complete with a 
large number of mementos. "Before I begin, I have to tell you an 
interesting story about Lucy, who was Senator Hale's daughter. 
For many years, we simply didn't know where she was buried. 
She was married to William Chandler, a politician. WelJ, Chandler 
was buried in Concord, and she died in Warner. There was no 
stone near Chandler's grave indicating that she was buried 
there. Finally, after some searching through old cemetery 
ledgers, we were delighted to find that she is indeed buried here 
in Dover, and for some reason, her grave was never marked. This 
discovery was recent, and the Chandler family raised some 
money to place a stone on her grave." 

We looked at some family furniture placed on exhibit -
including a writing desk from Hale's Dover office, an imposing 
mirror, a marble-top desk, a piano that has been in the house for 
over a century, a cradle used for Hale's children (Lucy and 
Lizzie), and a lap desk. There is also a small chest brought back 

Crom Spain by Hale. There are some family 
pieces, such as Senator's Hale original law 
office "shingle," various photographs and 
lithographs of the family, a large and hand
some portrait of the Senator, and even 
some of his personal, canceled checks. 
Finally, we viewed a sizable portrait of 
William Chandler, Lucy's husband. This natu
rally provided Hindle with the appropriate 
moment to explain the romantic relationship 
between the Senator's daughter, Lucy, and 
her reported fiancee, John Wilkes Booth. 

Allegedly, Senator Hale was quite displeased with Lucy's 
choice of a Southern actor as a suitor. On the morning of April 
14. 1865, the Senator met with President Lincoln to ask for an 
appointment as Minister to Spain such that he could remove 
Lucy from Booth's grasp. Lucy and her father did, in fact, spend 
several years in Spain - up until a few years before the Senator's 
death. But, as Hindle explained, there are several links between 
Lucy and Booth. The famous photograph of Booth attending 
Lincoln's Second Inaugural was facilitated, supposedly, by the 
actor getting a ticket from Lucy to attend the ceremony. And, it 
Is a fact that the two were seen together on the morning of the 
assassination at the National Hotel, which is where both the 
Hales and Booth were living. "There's another interesting aspect 
to this," he continued. "It Is believed that Lucy gave Booth a ring. 
When Booth was dying on the Garrett porch, he had a portrait of 
Lucy in his pocket. He asked the soldiers to pick up his hands, 
so he could see them. Booth's last recorded words were 'Useless, 
useless.' There is grounds to believe that Booth was looking at 
Lucy's ring, and his last thought was of her.'' 

Alter returning to the Woodman House, Hindle commented 
"U you are interested in Lincoln, wait 'til you see what we have in 
this house." We walked over to where I started my tour winding 
through several floors of mounted-animals and other natural sci
ence exhibits until we reached the top floor. Hindle turned on tbe 
lights to a room filled with Llncolniana and Civil War relics - the 
undoubted highlight was a Lincoln saddle, black in color and In 
outstanding condition.The saddle was once owned by Colonel 
Daniel Hall, a prominent attorney and a close friend of the 
President. Lincoln, who used the saddle the last time he ever 
reviewed troops, then gave it to Colonel Hall, who lived locally in 
New Hampshire. Hall placed it in his barn, and when he was near 
his death, he sent for Melvin Smith, the Woodman lnstitute's cura
tor. Hall asked Smith to take the saddle and display it in the muse
um, where it still resides. I was not aware of this piece and was 
joyously surprised in the discovery. There are a number of other 
Lincoln relics in the room, including a signed military commis
sion and various campaign and political pieces. The remainder of 
the small room is Lilied with Civil War artifacts. 

For any Rail Splitter, the Woodman Institute is definitely 
worth a short side-trip. The town itself is wonderful, and the 
sight of the Lincoln saddle is delightful (additionally, Lincoln vis
ited the town on March 2, 1860 and spoke there). The Woodman 
Institute is located at 182 Central Avenue, Dover, New Hampshire 
03820. The phone number is (603) 742-1038. Please call ahead, 
for the Institute is only open on the weekends during the winter. 
[Website: www.seacoastah.com/woodman/hale/index.html.J 1:il') 
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In The Marketplace 
S 

ome auction results courtesy of Dana Li nett of La Jolla. California: a sixth-plate tintype of an unpublished Lincoln 
engraving (Quite handsome, by-the-way!) sold for $3,200; an autographed Salmon Chase CDV by Brady was 
"chase'd" to $540; and, an ivory-handled cane with metal band inscribed "Made from a Rail Split 1830 By Abe 
Lincoln President 1861." (don't see these everyday!) made $3,970. And ... speaking of canes ... American AntiQues 

Auction of Edison. NJ held a sale in December that featured "The Louis Maachi Collection: One Hundred of the Most 
Wonderful Canes Ever Created!" Notwithstanding the hyperbole, there was one cane of Interest to Lincoln collectors 
-cataloged as "Ebony cane descended through the Seward Family after being presented to Wm. Henry Seward by Abraham Lincoln." The· 
slender, tapered cane was crowned by a triangular ivory knob. The top of this knob had an engraved black monogram composed of 
the initials ·ws·. (The shape and the prominence of the letter "S" was reminiscent of Superman's insignia!) The provenance provid
ed, meager at best. indicated the cane was purchased at a Long Island estate sale in 1968 by Mr. Maachi and that the previous owner 
was the wife of Seward's grandson. Family tradition held that the cane was a present from Lincoln to Seward during his tenure as 
Uncoln's Secretary of State. While Seward's ownership is a reasonable assumption, there was no evidence to support the presentation 
theory. Did we fail to mention that the cane had no other inscription save the monogram, least of all an inscription indicating a presenta
tion? Due to these shortcomings, the cane realized only $TTO from a skeptical and sophisticated pool of bidders. 

- .:-::..:.:~-

A lexander Autographs' most recent auction included their first llve
session, this held in Old Greenwich, CT. Bidders unable to attend 
could still follow the action as it unfolded on-line, as could tele
phone bidders with access to the internet. The sale - together with 

-~-:: .. ..," ,...;::.~ f..,4_, • .._. ___ ~---- _..._ 

a large catalog of material sold in their standard mail/telephone bid format -
featured several Lincoln-related lots. An extremely rare self-portrait of the 
famed Civil War and Uncoln photographer Alexander Gardner - autographed 
- was snapped up for $6,600 by a New York dealer. This exact carte sold a 
few months earlier on the internet for just $500, the opening reserve. The rea-;_'",_, ... _,:";'::,•.C:...,,-;z_·~:.:: 
son? The person selling the portrait failed to Include a scan and refused to 

C 

IJ~~;~~-u;-
_,, _ ... _.,._.1., respond to any e-mail queries. (We know at least five interested parties who 
-- --.1.,J 

~ .c-~-- failed to get any response to their Questions for guarantees of authenticify, 
... ~~ , __ ,_,,,.. reQuests for photocopies or pictures, etc.) Given _______ __.,__ __ 

the obvious risks of bidding blind on Internet offer
ings, the owner went out of his way to dissuade 

interest. And ... the purchaser who secured an in-person 
visit to examine the piece made out like a bandit! We can 
only hope news of $6,000 being "left on the table" convinces 
the original seller of the errors of their ways! A nice Uncoln 
ALS to General Lew Wallace (who would later serve on the 
commission that tried the conspirators) sold to a telephone 
bidder for $12,650 while An "unengrossed" (meaning not
filled-in or manuscript completed) ship's passport, signed 
by Uncoln and Seward, had underbidders waving "bon voy-

•1ua1l11 1111,iu, 
~✓~./.f, ... 

/JA.;r ~ -,__, 
(l't:~ ... ,:._ , ,,e, 

c,-fL-•-11 'f', ~-~ ,,..,..., IJ;."! 
I., .. ""· ,,.,,,., .,_ ;},.. .. ,r~ 
/J ./>-,...;,_ ..... • :-, • .,.:z:.til 
c,....,. .,. ..... - 1141'·"'-.. /,,_ .,(I" 

,y ... -.t...~ 

vi~~~ 

age" for $13,800. This is the only known example of such a =~~----~---'

Lincoln-signed blank passport. 

huck Hand, the preeminent book connoisseur from Paris (IL), started off the new millennium with an extensive fixed
price catalog of Lincolniana. An original 3 x 3" photograph, circa 1900, of Lincoln's coffin being transferred to a tem
porary vault during the rebuilding of the tomb, Is $375. An 11" high bronze maquette statue of Stephen Douglas by 
LIiy Toi po, sculptress of the Lincoln-Douglas Debate site at Freeport, is $1,350. A 191 O copy of Billy and Dick: From 

Andersonville Prison to the White House. the first-hand account of the escape from Andersonville Prison by Privates Ralph w.-aiiiiiiill .. ~ 
Bates and Richard King and their subseQuent stay at the Lincoln White House, is $350. And, this neat copy of The Trail and Execution of the Assassins 
and Conspirators at Washington. DC (Monaghan 786), in pictorial wraps. is $575. 
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Wes Cowan's "Historic Americana Auction" in December had. as 
usual, all sorts of good stuff! A multi-colored silk "Lincoln and 
Hamlin" banner, a cover-lot, measured 39 x 42" and originated in 
either Ohio or Indiana. Incorporating the 1861 inaugural date, it 

appears to be a presentation banner to the "Murray Wide Awakes." Hammer 
price: $29,500. A tinted ambrotype of Jeff Davis - "the only piece you need for 
a sophisticated Jeff Davis collection!" - sold to a Northern carpetbagger for 
$14,750. A small Massachusetts Lincoln & Hamlin broadside with defects still 
managed $1,300. A Gardner CDV of Lincoln was $950, while a CDV of a Gardner 
CDV signed by Lincoln (a slightly different pose) was half-price at $475. If this 

was the original signed CDV, "forgetttt 
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A lbelt it somewhat eso
teric, but... J.C. Devine of 
Milford, New Hampshire. 
specialists In milltary 
antiques, sold the Leo Cook 

Collection in December. The 

---

holding included a 
number of Items that belonged to 
Colonel John Howard WIiiets of the 

7th and 12th New Jersey Volunteer Infantry (pictured above). 
These artifacts and documents were handed down to the 
Colonel's grandson whose widow consigned the collection. Of 
special note was a dueling pistol that Willets obtained from the 
proprietor of a Washington, DC pistol range which he fre
quented during the Winter of 1864. The range was also fre
quented by John Wilkes Booth. The two would sometimes 
engage in competition using pistols supplied by the proprietor. 
Booth allegedly used this very pistol on several occasions and 
was considered by Willets to be a fine shot. His admiration for 
Booth did not extend beyond this. understandably. Price: 
$8,500 plus fifteen-percent against a $5-10,000 estimate. 

about ill" A Brady CDV of Willie and Tad 
Lincoln and their cousin, Lockwood Todd, 
sold for $2,000. A Gardner stereoview of 
''The Arrival on the Scaffold" of the con
demned conspirators, on yellow mount, 

II made a hellish $2,200. (Add 10% 
U buyer's to prices quoted.) r==-iiiiii!!iiiiimiil 

S ome of our presidents had an artistic bent! We're not talking 
about JFK or Reagan doodles, but real art. An example surfaced at Skinner's 
Books & Manuscripts Sale in November: an 11 x 16" signed watercolor of 

West Point, executed by one of lts cadets, U. S. Grant! While several of Grant's 
watercolors have survived, this appears to be the only signed example. This bucol
ic landscape was worth $12,650 to some art aficionado or Civll War buff. That's 
enough culture for today. In the same sale, an ANS by Lincoln (lower end charred, '-----------
affecting end of signature), asking Gideon Welles to meet with Henry Wilson regarding Navy Yard workers, labored to make $2,300. To paraphrase that 
old real estate adage: Condition, condition, condition! 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

T 
his carte of the Lincoln home sold 
on e-Bay last month for $590. The 
owner listed it as dating from prior 
to Lincoln's move to Washington 

According to Rall Splitter Curtis Lindner, 
however, you can date the study to the late 
1860s or early 1870s ... all evident by the 
grow1h of the distinctive tree in front. As to 
Curtis' qualifications as a horticulturist, we 

cannot comment... but we agree to his dating of the carte - tree-trunk and all! 

W 
e received a copy of this funeral procession 
photograph from the owner of the carte as he 
listed it on e-Bay He invited our comments -
which were then quoted in his description. We 

apparently caused some controversy when we pro
nounced this to be a very rare photograph of the 1865 
"mock funeral" ceremony in Buffalo. The street procession 

I 
shows events of April 19th when the City staged a tribute 
without the body. The real procession took place on April 
27th. A local "expert" took issue with this and said that our 

I 
terming this a "mock funeral" perpetuated a historical fal
lacy. Well! Deferring to historians who chronicled events In 
that city from primary sources of the day, we stand by our 

•JI assessment. Regardless of the specifics of the matter, this 
,--------d wonderful carte still garnered a real$1,700. 

W 
hat do we know?! In our last issue, we reported on the sale of a preinaugur
al-trip train pass from February 1861. We commented that finding another 
one would be unlikely, considering that this was the first specimen to surface 
in 138 years! Six months later, a second example surfaced, selling at a rail

road memorabilia auction held by J. W. Auction Company in Rochester, NH. This exam
ple did not have the name of the recipient filled in, but specified the trip was from 
Springfield to Washington. (The previous example was issued from Cincinnati to DC). In 
addition, the decorative emblem on the verso was missing, a result of removal from an 
album. The pass sold to an advanced collector of 19th-century rallroad paper who had 
submitted a "buy at any price" bid. The tariff: a reasonable $575. 

S imple & Direct of Las Vegas had 
an unusual offering in their 
December sale: a rare American t 

Bank Note proof engraving signed in I 
pencil (quite light as shown) by the b: 
President-elect and personally given to • 
Leonard Ham, the engineer of the train 
that transported Lincoln from Buffalo to 
Rochester on the way to his first lnau- ---
guration. The cataloger estimated that no more than five of 
these autographed mementos still exist Unfortunately for the 
engravers, this image of Lincoln became obsolete as Lincoln 
had begun to grow a beard. A great piece with cross-over 
appeal (currency collectors. Lincoln collectors, autograph col
lectors) that included convincing provenance, it was offered 
with a minimum bid of $15,000 and an aggressive estimate of 
$3Q-60,000. Hammer: $25,000 plus fifteen-percent. 

D an Weinberg's latest Abraham Lincoln Book Shop 
catalog included this Lincoln ALS addressed to Gen. 
Sedgwick directing him to send Gen. Kilpatrick over 

to the White House. ($18,500) According to Dan, the signifi-
cance of this piece lies in the fact that Lincoln authorized 
Kilpatrick and Col. Ulric Dahlgren to raid Richmond (this 
transpired from February 28 to March 1, 1864). Kilpatrick 
retreated, but Dahlgren was killed. Papers found on him 
"revealed an intention to assassinate President Jefferson 
Davis and his Cabinet and bum Richmond ... This letter, then, 
if viewed as the key documentary piece leading to the 
Kilpatrick-Dahlgren Raid, could also be seen as his own death 
warrant if viewed in light of modern theory that Jefferson Davis 
either personally, 
or through his 
government. set 
off to visit upon 
Abraham Lincoln 
the same fate .. ." 
Very interesting! 

h,,·•~••ll&f 
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I 
n spite of the grief occasioned by Lincoln's assassination, 
souvenirs of all types were sought - the more "tangible" 
(providing a direct link to the event) often fall into the cate
gory of "blood relics." HCA's December sale Included a 

"small section of the towel used to staunch the flow of blood 
from the President's head .. ." along with some plausible prove
nance. Touted as a "must-have for any Lincoln collector," it sold 
for $2.400. Butterfield & Butterfield. in their November 
"Millennium Sale" of militaria. had a section of the "drape from 

member of the "Veteran 
Reserve Corps" in atten

the State Box" which, suppos
edly, was "obtained" by a 

dance that fearful night and given to a comrade (or lost in a 
poker game-who knows?). This maroon and ivory silk remnant 
had brown staining in the middle and a small piece of burlap 
attached. Was there silk drapery of this design in the Presidential 
Box that night? Estimated at S10.000-15,000, this piece of finery 
with somebody's blood on it, failed to find a new wall to hang on. 
Another piece of the same towel as sold by HCA with Identical 
provenance (Clarence Sandford circa 1890) was auctioned by 
Alexander Autographs last October and cleared S3,000. 

.., 
T~;..:..,..< 

-~4- ....... 

Htr-:.~ -?-w-. ·-" 

-.... 

E-~;, f;aos "Jeff's v;s;oa• from ,J 
with the ghost of Lincoln haunting the 
imprisoned Davis, S150; and 'The I 

Drop" (so-tilled on verso!) stereoview by Gardner, $2,900 

R 
emember When always has a fine assortment~ 
Lincolniana and Civil War material. Their Novemb~~ I 
auction included a copy of Granfs infamous 
"General Orders No. 12" expelling Jewish mer

chants from the Department of the Tennessee. This "edict" 
was issued to eliminate competition for Grant's father. a ped-
dler working Grant's Department. Grant must not have been 

L=---===-==e!! contemplating running for president, for such a move would 
surely cost him the Jewish vote, meager as it was! In any event, the order caused 
such a furor that Lincoln overruled it on legal, not moral grounds. Prior to selling, ii 
was announced that the document was not original, but a photostatic copy with 
some age, nonetheless. Knowing this, you would think the Item would go for zilch! 
Au contraire. An "agenr purchased it for $15,500! Who needs real? Real you can get 
anywhere! Also sold was an Autographed ------ ---~--
Statement Signed by llncoln in response to a 
letter from Maryland Governor Thomas Hicks 
to Gen. Scott, complaining about a Union quar
termaster patronizing and employing seces
sionist suppliers. Lincoln advises Scott 
" ... Major Belger does great harm m Baltimore 
by making purchases of, and employing seces-
sionists almost exclusively. If this be true, 11 Jt.~ 
ought to be corrected." A rare use by Lincoln of . ~7t,.. 
the term "secessionists" and evidence of his ~. ~ 
concern over the possible loss of Maryland to -, '-- -;:,;.,~-L-
the Confederacy, this document realized ~ 
$26,000 plus buyer's. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

S otheby's December auction of Fine Books and Manuscripts had two items which might 
be called "thesis" and "antithesis." The first: a lithographic facsimile of South 
Carolina's Ordinance of Secession, printed by the Charleston printers Evans & 
Cogswell in 1860 and distributed to each delegate to the convention. As can be seen, 

ii is a faithful reproduction of the Ordinance signed by all in attendance - down to the ink 
blots. Though 200 were printed, only a small number survive. This souvenir of the first state 
to secede failed to sell against a conservative $7,000-10,000 estimate. Similar in appearance, 
but not in philosophy, was a manuscript document on vellum, a transcription of the proposed 
13th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution abolishing slavery, signed by Vice-President Hamlin 
and 104 Congressional members - one of several copies "likely created as fund-raisers for 
events like the Great Sanitary Commission fairs in Boston and Philadelphia." Ex: Foreman 
Lebold Collection and estimated at $60.000-80,000, it realized $60,000 plus buyer's. By coin
cidence, a similar manuscript signed by 150 members of the 38th Congress was sold last 
September in Beverly Hills by Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectibles for $66,700. 
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S cott Winslow of Bedford, New Hampshire spe
cializes in stocks, bonds, autographs, and docu
ments. His December auction included several 

Civil War-period letters that had excellent political com
mentary. A composite of three such letters: January 12, 
1863. " ... loyal men may console themselves by the 
reflection that the proposition of Seymour & Co. to the 
rebels for a compromise received no favor at Richmond 
and is not likely to ... the Secesh branch of the democra
tic party of the Free states ... are few In numbers and 
divided ... It would be a good plan I think to hang a few 
of them ... Stanton means well without doubt - but he 
lacks brains ... Halleck ls ... about as willing that Seymour 
Richardson & Co. should depose Lincoln by a counter 
revolution at the north, as he Is that Administration 
should succeed ... " December 1, 1862 (referring to 
Lincoln's Second State of the Union Address). " ... I 
heard the message read from the desk of the Pres. of 
the Senate. It Is just the thing for the times -- I don't 
think Old Abe could have done better. I asked Sumner 
how he liked It he said he liked its object and general 
spirit but thought the proposed amendments of the 
Consli. & 37 years to get rid of slavery surplusage .. ." 
December 21, 1862. • ... Old Abe however is honest. but 
designing men outwit him. He is circumvented too 
often. The country is literally without a head ... Mr. 
Trumbull told me the other evening fn his own parlor 
that he went to Lincoln a short time since & urged him 
as he valued his own success & that of the party which 
placed him in power. to rely on his friends always. and 
not upon his enemies. Mr. Lincoln replied with some 
warmth 'Do you think the Republfcan Party can whip 
the rebels and all the world besides?' ... Oh, that we had 
a hero in the executive chair! A strong will, and a strong 
head might save both the party & the state. A weak man 
may save neither. . ." These colorful insights into tumul
tuous times each sold at about the $500 level. 

A few recent e-Bay offerings ... the "clipped 
Lincoln signature" came with a 
"Certificate of Authenticity!" You decide! 

cx:r-..o FFIANGIP.AN 
~ d Gh ed D:n nrl9lt"Ce 

Real, authenticny guaranteed! Found behind a wall in 
Maryland during demolition. Also found was a Whitney 
Walking Beam Revolver engraved on the backstrap "J. 
Sleeper Clarke - From Asia." J. Sleeper Clarke was 
Asia's husband. Asia was John Wilkes Booth's sister. I 
would like to keep the pieces together, however e-Bay 
does not allow me to list firearms, however old. The 

.... _ 
------· 

dagger that is for sale has only minor plttingf and is In :7.::...:._ __ ....... _ .. ~,,...._ 
EXCELLENT cond;t;on. It is engraved 'To John - From =-~~$:=-.'.:t.!=:-. 

Asia.'' (John Sleeper Clarke or perhaps John WIikes Booth) and has the smiling and frowning __ ..__ ___ _, 
theatrical faces engraved. The dagger has a stag hom handle. When you hold It in your hand it 
really brings the reality of the Lincoln Assassination to lffe. A GREAT piece. I will agree to refund 
the purchase price should this piece not prove authentic for an agreed upon inspection period. 

The knife received one bid of $1,000 and failed to meet its reserve. 
The "Lincoln Autograph" sold for $1,800. 
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A nd ... speaking of Sotheby's ... their January Amencana Sale had some "outsider'' art - and 
some "insider" pieces as well. The "outsider" entry was an "oil and house paint" on canvas 
rendition of Lincoln and George Washington. The artist. Walter Ellison, was an African-

I 
American who emigrated to Chicago from his native Georgia around the time of World. War I. He paint
ed this homage on February 20, 1928, coinciding with the two presidents' birthdays. Estimated at 

• S10,000-15,000, this 19 x 24" canvas realized S17 .250 plus fifteen-percent. The "insider" entry was a 

I 
Ille-mask of Lincoln done by Clark MIiis in Washington, DC in February 1865. This version is much 
scarcer and lesser-known than the life-mask produced by Leonard Volk in 1860. Mills created his mask 

I 

with a process that he developed which entailed putting a tight cap over the President's hair and greas
ing his famous whiskers. John Hay owned an example of this mask 
which he commented on " ... the whole expression is of unspeakable 
sadness and all-sufficing strength. Yet the peace is not the dread-

- -- -- ;I] ful peace of death; it is the peace that passeth understanding." The 

R M. Smythe of New York held an auction of 
"stocks. bonds. and historic Americana" in 
Strasburg, PA in January. The sale included a 

major consignment of items from the Charlotte Cushman 
Theatre Club of Philadelphia. The Cushman Club. similar to 
the Players Club in New York City (home of Edwin Booth), 
was a meeting place for actors, a repository of theatre his
tory and memorabilia, and a refuge for thespians "between 
gigs." Founded in 1907, it was named after Charlotte 
Cushman, the preeminent American actress of the 19th 
century who briefly served as Director and Manager of the 
Walnut Street Theatre in Philadelphia. President Lincoln 
attended performances of Miss Cushman and entertained 
her at the White House in 1863. Proceeds from the sale of 
Club memorabilia will be used to create an endowment 
fund. Sadly, the old clubhouse will be closed and relocated 
to new quarters. The auction included this 1876 George 
Bensell painting of Tomaso Salvinl and Edwin Booth in 
costume for Othello. ($5,500 plus buyer's.) A Henry 
Thomas painting of the Booth family patriarch, Junius 
Brutus Booth, ln the role of Richard Ill, executed late In the 
century, exited stage left for $2,300. In the non-theatrical 

original mask. rediscovered only twenty years ago, is now in a pri
vate collection This plaster cast from the original, estimated at 
$25,000-35,000, failed to meet the reserve. 

C hapel Hill Books November fixed-price list contained: 
a first edition of Katherine Helm's The True Story of 
Mary, WHe of Lioeolo (the reprint reviewed In our last 

Issue) for $250: Emest Miller's John WUkes Booth - OUman (a 
1947 work describing JWB's sojourn and investments In the 
Pennsylvania on district) for $225: and an 1889 first edition of 
Hemdon's Uncotn The True Story of a Great LHe ("At the time 
Hemdon's biography was published. It was savagely criticized 
for the author's statements concerning the birth of Lincoln's 
mother, Lincoln's religious beliefs. and other details. The pub
lisher of the work soon went bankrupt, and when the work was 
reissued by Appleton In 1892, substantial revisions were tncor• 
porated.") for $650. 

.,..~ .... 
-----

~UWJ•~-";.v.w~ 
A fun circular advertis

ing a biographical 
compendium of 

twenty leading military and polit
ical figures including Presidents 
Lincoln and Johnson, circa 
1865. Nice graphics with an off
the-wall woodcut of Lincoln. 
Sold by Dana Linell's Early 
Amencan History AuctJons last 
November for $200. 

department, an albumen photograph of Grant's 1869 t0au· .---- ......... --------.., 
gural made an auspicious $1,000. (This image, by Warren 
of Waltham. MA is similar to the 1865 Lincoln inaugural 
image reported upon elsewhere in this issue. As a matter 
of fact, since Warren took the last photo of Lincoln on the 
White House balcony on March 6, 1865, is it too much to 
assume he also photographed the 1865 inaugural? 
Photographs are known for the 1857, 1865, and 1869 
Inaugurals. It makes sense that someone photographed 
the 1861 Inaugural as well. Localing any of these "missing" ~--- .......... --~~----~ 
pictures would constitute a major discovery). 

L ii Mac contt0ues his 
string of second-place 
finishes. This 1864 

campaign badge was offered 
on e-Bay but failed to meet its 
reserve, garnering a top bid 
of S500. To paraphrase Uoyd 
Bentsen, "George, you're no 
Lincoln!" 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

A s Listed one-Bay: "LINCOLN/SEWARD ASSASSINATION DOCUMENT ... a Civil War era 
testimonial mailing sent to prominent Civil War era personalities (this one was sent to 
Civil War Major General & Governor of New York, Edwin 0. Morgan) regarding the 

attempted assassination of Secretary of State, WIiiiam H. Seward on the evening of April 14th 
and the man who saved his fife, George F Robinson. The mailing specifically concerns the sale 
of signed photographs of Robinson, the proceeds of which would be given to him. This solici
tation was supported by numerous distinguished Civil War notables including U.S. Grant, 0.0. 
Howard, Hugh McCulloch, Henry Wilson, etc. The testimonial also prints the letter sent to Robinson on May 5, 1865 from a number of nota-
bles transmitting the sum of $1,600 'as a slight manifestation of the gratitude which we In common with the whole country feel towards your faithful 
and self sacrificing performance of your duty.' Robinson s response is also included in which he states, in part, 'Wishing you all long life to enjoy the 
blessings of our rescued, restored, and soon to be reunited country .. .' This is an absolutely wonderful and very important piece of Civil War history! The 
man assigned to kill Seward, Lewis Payne, was a powerful, handsome young Confederate soldier who saw much action. At the fatal hour of 10:15 Payne 
entered Seward s Washington residence indicating that he had medicine for Seward who was in bed recovering from a carriage accident. Payne first 
attacked Seward's son (Frederick), hitting him twice on the head. Payne then encountered Robinson. Robinson was a wounded Union soldier who was 
protecting and nursing Seward. Robinson was also struck in the head with Payne's knife and knocked to the ground. Payne then attacked Seward ... 
Robinson, stunned by the blow to his forehead, staggered up from the floor and caught Payne from behind. Payne then stabbed Robinson in the shoul
der to the bone twice! They continued to struggle, and Payne struck Robinson two or three limes under the ear with the butt of his knife. As he reached I 
again with his knife, Seward s oldest son (Gus), arrived on the scene and the three men grappled, moving out of the bedroom and into the brightly lit 
hallway. Payne eventually fled from the house only to be captured at Mrs. Surratt's boarding house a little while later. Robinson, although wounded, man
aged to return to Seward's room and found him on the floor. Robinson approached him to see If he was still alive, Seward opened his eyes, looked at f 
Robinson and said, 'I am not dead; send for a surgeon, send for the police, close the house.' Robinson found the wounds and held his hands over them. 
Seward was bleeding profusely· This wonderful history lesson (together with the accompanying piece of ephemeral) sold for iust over $200 to a promi
nent East Coast collector. 

P 
arian matchsafes were very popular 
during the Civil War. We have seen 
examples for Ben Butler, Abraham 
Lincoln, and George McClellan. The 
McClellan made two appearances this 

past winter. Bedford and Janet Hayes of 
Standish, Maine (dealers in Civil War mem
orabilia and historical Americana) offered a 
"lid only" example missing its bottom for 
$350 on their website fixed-price list. A 
complete example was sold by Slater's 
__ __ Americana as part 

.._ ___ _ 

of the third install
ment of the Harris 
Collection of 
Political Americana. 
It realized $1,320. 
Prior to this, we can 
recall only seeing 
one other offering 
which was around 
seven or eight years 
ago at a Maine 
antique auction 
where it made a 
respectable $990 

I 
t seems that every few months or so, another "newly dis
covered" Lincoln photograph surfaces. This past March, 
Variety Auctions of Concord, NH offered a "rare Abraham 
Lincoln half-plate tintype outdoors with Alan Pinkerton and 
others." This unknown view had been firmly "tucked away" 

In a safe deposit box with strict Instructions that no copies of it 
be disseminated to the public. In fact. prior to the auction pre
view, potential buyers and researchers had to be content with 
viewing a reproduction of a 1930 newspaper article that depict
ed this icon (shown here) As we are predisposed to say, "You be 
the Judge!" (Withdrawn.) 

E 
ast Coast Books of Wells. Maine sold some ephemeral Lincolniana in their January auction. An 
Autograph Letter Signed by a Canadian draft dodger, circa 1863. describes both his feelings and 
those of the inhabitants of Digby, Nova Scotia " .. They hate the name of Old Abe ... they tell me that • 
they thought at first the war was to put down slavery but now they find they have lied and they 
believe that old Abraham and his party are fighting for power and nothing else .. : The correspon

dent. appropriately named Jefferson T Lewis. still longs to return to his home in Kittery, Maine If a sub
stitute can be found who will take advantage of the bounty money raised by local citizens for that very pur
pose. We hear President William J.fil!filQ.11 Clinton Is a collector, but somehow doubt the subject of this 
letter would appeal to him. It commanded a bounty of S250. Another letter. dated October 26, 1860. on 
the letterhead of Balderston, Ward, and Company. Commission Merr;harrts, Baffimore, discussed the effect 
Lincoln's election would have on the money market. " ... our banks are doing little or nothing in the way of 
discounts & will not if Lincoln is elected. It will play the very devil for awhile With trade & money matters. 
Even now the Southern banks will not discount drafts on New York .. ." Lincoln's election did slightly more 
than "play the devil for awhile with trade & money matters." This financial prognostication tallied S180. 
Finally, an original Season Pass for 1870 to the Chicago Academy of Design, signed by its president. 
Leonard W. Volk (of Lincoln life-mask, bust, and hands fame) was a mini-bust, selling for $140. 
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[This unusual carte recently sold in ao 
internet auction. We were completely 
unfamiliar with the photograph - listed 
as "Lincoln's Tomb." In fact. it was quite 
unlike all the images of Lincoln's Tomb 
in Springfield we had seen. 
Fortunately, Dan Pearson, President of 
the Lincoln Fellowship of Wisconsin, 
was able to "enlighten~ us!] 

THE 
OTHER TOMB 

Daniel E. Pearson 

While there are many images of the receiving vault at Oak 
Ridge Cemetery in-Springfield, and of Lincoln's tomb after its com
pletion in 1871, there are far fewer known illustrations of the tem
porary tomb used to hold Lincoln's body from late 1865 until 1871. 

Upon receiving news of Lincoln's assassination, a hastily 
formed committee in Springfield immediately set to work in 
anticipation of the remains of their fallen leader being returned 
to his hometown. The site chosen by the committee for Lincoln's 
tomb was the property of Mrs. Thomas Mather in the center of 
Springfield, located where the present state capitol building now 
stands. Workmen immediately began erecting a tomb to receive 
Lincoln's body. 

When Mary Lincoln heard of the planned burial site she 
voiced strong opposition. She insisted that the burial take place 
at Oak Ridge Cemetery, then located at the very edge of the 
town. Lincoln himself, it seems, clearly stated his preference for 
a quiet, idyllic setting as his final resting place. After an exchange 
of tartly worded messages between the Springfield committee 
and representatives of the Lincoln family, the committee agreed 
to abandon the Mather site in favor of Oak Ridge. A threat from 
Mrs. Lincoln to inter her husband in Washington, O.C. or Chicago 
seemed to convince the committee to accede to her wishes.1 

But Oak Ridge was not prepared to receive Lincoln's body. 
On May 4. 1865, the day of Lincoln's funeral, his coffin, and that 
of his son, William Wallace. were placed in the public receiving 
vault. A twenty-four hour military guard was posted there. 
However, lhe receiving vault was an integral, actively used part 
of the everyday operation of the public cemetery. Its use as a 
long-term repository for Lincoln's body was not feasible. 

In May 1865, the Lincoln National Monument Association 
was organized for the purpose of creating a permanent tomb for 
Lincoln and his family. A six-acre plot on the hillside immediate
ly south of the receiving vault was chosen as the site of the pro
posed monument. The first concern of the Monument 
Association was to make arrangements to move Abraham and 
Willie Lincoln out of the receiving vault. 

During the summer and fall of 1865, workman labored to 
build a temporary tomb into the hillside some 50 to 60 yards 
northeast of the present Lincoln tomb. This temporary vault was 
covered with earth with a front facade constructed of brick with 
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stone ornaments. On December 21, 1865, undertaker Thomas C. 
Smith, under the supervision of the Monument Association, 
moved the bodies of Abraham and Willie Lincoln to this tempo
rary vault.2 

The two bodies remained in this crypt for nearly six years 
while the design and construction of the permanent tomb was 
underway. In 1871, Abraham and Mary Lincoln's youngest son, 
Tad, died in Chicago of tuberculosis. The Lincoln tomb was far 
enough along to accommodate Tad's remains. After his funeral at 
the First Presbyterian Church, he was placed into a niche in the 
burial chamber of the tomb on Monday, July 17, 1871.3 

Abraham and Willie joined Tad in the tomb two months later. 
On September 19, 1871, Thomas C. Smith once again moved the 
two coffins. Lincoln's casket was placed in a marble sarcophagus 
located in the center of the burial chamber, while Willie's coffin 
was placed In a niche next to Tad's in the back wall of the cham
ber. With the completion of the Lincoln tomb, there was no need 
to preserve the temporary vault. It was demolished, and the 
mound of earth was graded to the level of the surrounding hillside. 

Long forgotten, the little-known temporary vault has reen
tered the public eye. Two images recently sold on the lnternet 
auction site eBay. The first was taken by the Springfield photog
rapher F. W. Ingmire, and depicts two young ladies resting near 
the vault. The Illinois State Historical Library acquired another 
image of the temporary tomb, taken from a considerable dis
tance to the north of the structure. 

Further, the staff at the Lincoln Tomb State Historic Site has 
marked the location of the temporary vault. A bronze plaque has 
been placed northeast of the tomb along the walkway that sur
rounds the structure. It offers visitors a brief history of the vault 
as well as a period illustration. On the hillside, a low granite 
cenotaph marks the location of the first burial place of the six
teenth President. ~ 

Footnotes: 
I. Dorothy Meserve Kunhardl and Phillp 

B. Kunharclt Jr. Twenty Days· A Narrative 
in Text and Pictures. (New York: Harper 
& Row, Publishers, 1965) 248-9. 

2. Oak Ridge Cemetery: Its History and 
Improvements... (Springffelct, IL: H.W. 
Rokker, Printer and Binder, 1879) 51-3. 

3. Ruth Painter Randall. Lincoln's Sons. 
(Boston: Lillie Brown and Company, 

1955) 271-3. 
The more familiar 

Public Receiving Vault. 
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Rail Splinters 
~ We have occasionally made reference to The Lincoln 

Legal Papers. This project, under the aegis of the 
Ulinois Historic Preservation Agency, is attempting to document 
all the legal papers connected with the law practice of Abraham 
Lincoln from 1836-1861. Along the way, some important discov
eries have been made. One of these, described in a recent issue 
of Lincoln legal Briefs (Quarterly Newsletter of The Lincoln legal 
Papers) concerns Lincoln's role as a lobbyist. While we think of 
lobbying as a modem and sometimes abusive practice, exam
ples of it on a smaller scale are found in the 19th century. 
Researchers have uncovered a receipt from 1853 in which 
Lincoln acknowledges payment of $25 from the llli□ois & 
Michigan Canal Company for "opposing before a Committee of 

the house Mr. Haven's Bill to prevent diverting water from the 
Des Plain River at Joliet." An entry in the company "Cash Book" 
describes this outlay "for opposing Haven bill in Legislature." By 
the way, the bill was defeated in committee, so that was $25 well 
spent. Should you be interested in this area of research, we have 
good news. The Lincoln legal Papers is offering "The Law 
Practice of Abraham Lincoln: Complete Documentary Edition." 
This electronic publication consists of three DVD-ROM disks and 
contains digitized images of nearly 100,000 legal documents per
taining to 5,600 cases that Lincoln and his partners handled! 
Ready access to the cases and documents is possible through a 
comprehensive name and subject index. Complete with user's 
manual, the set is available directly from the University of Illinois 
Press for $2,000. 

~ Rail Splitter editor Martin Carlino (the "emcee") 
~ sent us some information about a collection of 
Lincolniana housed at the Captain Forbes House Museum in 
Milton, MA. It includes the collection of Mary Bowditch Forbes 
(1878-1962), a lady who actively collected from 1917 onward. In 
1923, she had amassed so much material that she built a replica 
of Lincoln's birthplace to house and display the collection. This 
cabin still stands on the museum grounds. Unfortunately, years 
of improper storage caused damage to items in the collection 
which the trustees are attempting to deal with through system
atic restoration and display under controlled conditions. Some 
pieces went "missing." Marty hopes to visit the museum in the 
near future and report back to us on their efforts to preserve the 
collection, at least what's left of it. In the meantime, if you're sit
uated in "Scituate" or got nothing doing in "Methuen," stop by 
and see Milton. For further information, call 617-696-1815. 
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~ In case you had not heard, good news was report
ed at the end of 1999 regarding the largest Lincoln repository in 
the country. Plans have been unveiled for the $115 million 
Lincoln Presidential Library to be built in downtown Springfield, 
Illinois. The two-part building will consist of library, archives, 
and museum. Completion of all structures is expected sometime 
in 2003. The library will house the 46,000-item Henry Horner 
Lincoln Collection. - currently housed in the Illinois State 
Historical Library, located beneath the Old State Capitol State 
Historic Site in Springfield. The llllnois State Historical Library, 
the state's chief historical and genealogical research facility, will 
also relocate to the new site making Springfield "the major cen
ter for Lincoln scholarship In the country," according to Pulitzer 
Prize-winning historian David Herbert Donald. 

~ Speaking of interesting discoveries that shed light 
•• on the study of Lincoln, an entry in a recent copy of 

Jack Donahue's Theme Prints catalog caught our 
eye. For $225, Jack offers a February 1, 1865 issue of Brownlow's 
Knoxville Whig and Rebel Ventilator. (What an intriguing title! 
Were they going to shoot holes in the Rebels or burst their bub
ble?) Anyhow, the issue reprints in its entirety an advertisement 
that appeared in the December I, 1864 issue of the Selma, 

BROWNLOW'S KNOXVILLE \VIIJG, 
A\O REBEL VENTILATOR. 

Alabama Dispatch. The ad, placed by the mysterious "X", solicits 
$1 million to facilitate the murder of Lincoln, Seward, and 
Johnson by March 1st. And, if the million can't be had, he'll take 
$50,000 to do the dirty deed. Quite a coincidence that these three 
"cruel tyrants" were the very ones singled out a mere 4 months 
later for assassination. Jack speculates that the mysterious "X" 
was none other than John Wilkes Booth. The plot thickens ... 

A.n Off'er to MIJl'der Presld'e.nt tlnCQJn. 
The following appears in tho adyertis.ing 

eolu.mns of ;Lo Sohn& (Ala.) Dispatch : 
ONE MILLION l)OLLA.Rl, WANTED "'l'O HA Vl'J 

Pi:AOE DY THE 1ST 0} .. li..uoIL-If the citi
zens of I.he Southern Confederacy' will fur
nish mo with the oneh, 01• good securities 
for the sum of one milliou doll11r11, I will 
cause the livoa-of .tl:brahnm Bidc6lil, :Wil
li~m IL Sowurd and Andi-ow Jol!oaon•t-o be 
taken by the 1st of' March next ... This" will 
give us peuce, and ·satisfy the world 'th~t 
cruel tyi,l_lnts cruioot ll~-0 'ln'n <ilnnd pf ~ 
orty.1' If t.llia ia-not-~cootltp'lishe4, not • 
1!an be claimed beyon'd •tfl~•fsuti of 
thousand ~o1lor8J in ad"?'6ce;-•1fll~!fis►e.' 
posed to·be neoeas!),ry th rea~h 1md=1Jlaligli 
these three villian.S'. 

1 will give, mygetr, one thommnil dollars 
towal"de this tntriotio purpose, 'Flve'ry one 
wiafilng to -oontribnte will addre8'!1 bo~ X, 
Cahubn, Alabamn. • ·:x. 

D:sOE)[]JU. 1, 1864. 
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~ A bestseller in the offing! 
~ Congratulations to Rail 
Splitter George Sullivan on the publi
cation of his new paperback book 
Abraham Lincoln. part of the "ln 
Their Own Words" series of Scholastic 
Books. We're not sure how many tra
ditional (adult) Lincoln books are 
printed in a Iirst publishing run, but 
consider this: the initial printing or 
Abraham Uncoln is 100,000! They 
will be offered in school classrooms 
in every part or the country. A hard
cover edition will be published in the 

fall for libraries and bookstores. We have to believe that other 
Lincoln titles would be hard-pressed to equal these numbers! 
The 128-page paperback is geared towards grammar school stu
dents. Written in simple. straightforward language (perhaps an 
indirect homage to its subject), the book tells the story of 
Lincoln's life, what he believed in, and what he accomplished. 
Besides a chronological listing or important events in his life and 
appropriate illustrations, it uses quotations from Lincoln's 
speeches to convey the story. In addition to the obligatory 
"Gettysburg Address" and ~second Inaugural Address," it sprin
kles-in little gems that show various aspects of Lincoln's person
ality, such as self-deprecation, humor. integrity, fortitude, and 
sensitivity to life's misfortunes. Considering its intended audi
ence and extensive distribution. it figures to be one of the most 
influential books on Lincoln in the coming decades. Hopefully, it 
will whet student's appetites sufficiently to encourage further 
study. Perhaps George had this In mind when he took the unusu
al, but commendable step of explaining the dilference between 
primary and secondary sources in the notes. (In case you didn't 
notice, we collectors are "primary source" types!) 

much as $500. A known Mark Hofmann forgery is currently being 
offered by the owner (also one or his victims) for $2,000. 

[Editors Note: For those who don't know, Mark Hofmann Is 
considered the greatest forger or the last fifty years. In 1987, he 
pied to reduced murder charges in Utah having killed two people 
in efforts to hide his extensive catalog of crimes. He is best known 
for his creation of the "only extant" Oath of a Freeman, the earli
est printed document in this country's history. He also authored 
numerous documents by Joseph Smith and leaders or the 
Mormon Church, letters from most or the Founding Fathers, Betsy 
Ross, Jack London, and numerous others. His work remains so 
problematic, Sotheby's found themselves refunding the purchase 
of an Emily Dickinson poem just two years ago. The manuscript 
was shown to be a Hofmann creation. Before passing judgment on 
the auction house for not recognizing the piece as not genuine, 
consider who purchased the document: curators of the special lit
erary collection at a major university library - experts in 
Dickinson. Documents by such historical figures as Daniel Boone 
and Nathaniel Greene - recognized as Hofmann forgeries - have 
appeared recently in several catalogs. As far as Lincoln is con
cerned, we don't have an example of Hofmann's work to Illustrate, 
but know with certainty that he created several specimens. 
Specifically. he is known to have purchased numerous unsigned 
from-life photographs of Lincoln, cartes-<le-visite, from an elderly 
dealer in New York City. Hofmann is likewise known to have pri
vately sold at least two that were "signed." Hofmann is also 
believed to be the "original source" for an inscribed copy of the 
Debates, this one made out to "Treat Williams."] 

We picture here a particularly deceptive lake, a stampless 
cover addressed and franked by Lincoln to his wife's brother-in
law and fellow lawyer, Ninian Edwards. In addition to Lincoln's 
signature on the cover, it includes part of a legal letter inside 
(why oaly part?), and an endorsement by Edwards on the inside. 
The forger even went so far as to fabricate some rubber-stamp 
Express Company cancellations with 1845 dates. While this 

~ We occasionally deride those who purchase obvious would fool the unsuspecting (the "A. Lincoln" is extremely well-
~ lakes and forgeries - particularly when we witness executed), there are several points to consider. The use or such 
greed getting in the way of common sense. But even the prudent cancellations ln tandem is highly suspicious. The paper is over-
and sophisticated collector gets "burned" from r--------- ly coarse with a high wood-pulp content, not 
time to time. This will always be a risk assoc!- consistent with paper of the period. 
ated with "collectibles," particularly with Although the handwriting looks right, the 
those considered "valuable" (I.e., money being elements are just too good to be true, and 
part of the equation). And then there are the item is a pastiche of photostatic-copy 
those, believe it or not, who knowingly pur- elements. The question persists - if you 
chase fakes. John Reznikoff of University were at a country auction and the lighting 
Archives ls one such individual. wasn't too good and you didn't want to draw 

As one of the nation's leading autograph attention to yourself, would you "take a 
dealers, Reznikoff has actively built a large col- flyer" on a piece like this? 
lection of forgeries - many originating in a sim
ilar collection built by his mentor, the late 
Charles Hamilton. These are not scraps of ama
teurish hoaxes - John has assembled an exten
sive file of "quality" forgeries. Although John's 
collection is for study purposes only, such spu
rious missives do have commercial value - and 
enjoy a surprisingly robust market. Good. early 
examples can be worth several hundred dol
lars; examples from the "Michelangelo" of 
Lincoln forgers, Joseph Cosey, will sell for as 
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"THE 

LINCOLNPHILE" 

Donald, David Herbert, Lincoln at 
Home; Two Glimpses of Abraham 
Lincoln's Domestic Life. White House 
Historical Association, Deluxe paper
back with dust jacket. 120pp., $12.50. 

This book is a reprint of Professor 
Donald's work first published in a limited 
edition of 185 copies by Thornwillow 
Press in I 999. The proceeds from the sale 
of this reprint are used "to fund acquisition 
of historic furnishings and art works for the 
permanent White House collection, assist 
in the preservation of the public rooms, and 
further its educational mission." 

Prof. Donald, of course, needs no 
introduction to Lincoln scholars. A two
time recipient of the Pulitzer Prize in 
biography, he has penned authoritative 
works on Lincoln and the Civil War for 
over fifty years. 

This attractively-produced tome is 
composed in two sections: a general 
description of life in the White House 
during Lincoln's residency and a chrono
logical reprinting of all correspondence 
between Abraham Lincoln, Mary Todd, 
and their children. Unfortunately, no cor
respondence involving the three 
youngest Lincoln children exists. The let
ters included here are restricted to 1848 
when Lincoln was a Member of Congress, 
and the White House years when Mary 
and Tad were traveling about and Robert 
was away at school or in the military. 

While the subject matter might have 
merited additional family portraits and 
eye-witness accounts (not to mention 
comparison to the public fascination 
with the families of Theodore Roosevelt 
and John F. Kennedy), Prof. Donald chose 
to limit the scope. The book can easily be 

read during the course of one evening. It 
should prove useful as a reference work 
to those interested in manuscripts as a 
convenient and concentrated source of 
all familial correspondence. One hopes 
that it will serve as the inspiration for a 
expanded work on the subject. 

++ 

Wilson, Douglas L. Honor's Voice The 
Transformation of Abraham Uncoln. 
New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1998, 
383pp., $30. 

[.ErulQr: Recommending or, in some 
cases, disparaging books is, ideally, a 
two-way street. With so many volumes 
being written about Abraham Lincoln, we 
cannot possibly review more tl1an a 
select few that catch our interest. We wel
come Input from our readers, either 
reviews or suggestions for same. Along 
such lines, Rail Splitter Martin Carlino 
sent us his copy of Honor's Vojce with a 
strong, personal recommendation. After 
reading it for ourselves, we can see why!] 

Douglas L. Wilson, is Saunders 
Director of the International Center for 
Jefferson Studies at Monticello in 
Charlottesville, Virginia. While much of 
his work has focused on Thomas 
Jefferson, he has a dual interest in 
Abraham Lincoln and has written many 
articles on Lincoln's pre-presidential life. 
In addition to Honor's Voice, he also 
authored Lincoln Before Washington: 
New Perspectives on the Illinois Years. 

Unlike other books which gloss over 
the early years to concentrate on 
Lincoln's presidency, this work focuses 
exclusively on the period beginning in 
1831 when Lincoln arrived in New Salem 
from Indiana up through his marriage in 
1842. Unlike the well-documented Civil 
War years. relatively little Is known about 
this formative period. Lincoln did not keep 
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a diary and eye-witness accounts were not 
forthcoming until 3040 years later. 

ln trying to ascertain the reality of 
the situation, Wilson was challenged in 
many ways. In some cases, there were no 
eye-witness accounts to draw on with lit
tle in the way of surviving correspon
dence. Witnesses reminiscing decades 
after-the-fact sometimes tended to over
state their involvement, forget pertinent 
details, embellish for dramatic effect, be 
inlluenced by previous accounts, or let 
their biases color their recollections. And, 
in some instances, many details were 
withheld in deference to surviving mem
bers of the Lincoln Family and the memo
ry of the Martyred President. Anything 
considered risque or scandalous was usu
ally left unsaid or "off the record." 

Obviously, there would be some 
gaps. Some questions are irreconcilable -
things we'll just never know. In spite of all 
the pitfalls, there are enough sources to 
piece together a fairly good picture. The 
method employed by the author is exem
plary. All available evidence was exam
ined, including: notes and research by 
Llncoln biographers beginning with John 
Q. Howard in 1860, primary source mate
rial such as newspaper accounts and per
sonal correspondence, published inter
views, texts and accounts of lectures 
given by Lincoln associates, and the writ
ings of Lincoln himsell. Chronology was 
examined to make sure that accounts 
mesh with known facts about where 
Lincoln was at various times. Did the 
account make sense in light of what we 
know with certainty? Was the person giv
ing the account in a position to know 
what transpired? Did they have an ax to 
grind? What was the reputation and track 
record of the researcher or informant? 
Was it their goal to ascertain the truth 
and let the "chips fall where they may" or 
simply white-wash the historical record? 
Were the remembered details sufficiently 
complete to indicate authenticity? 
Finally, were the events described con
sistent with attitudes and customs of the 
time? Given that context, which events 
likely happened and which did not? 

Because the author has done his 
research thoroughly and has a good feel 
for his subject, the conclusions he reach
es regarding what actually happened or 
what most likely happened, seem author
itative. While an effort has been made to 
examine the evidence objectively, tradi
tional stories regarding this period in 
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Lincoln's life are not dismissed out-of-hand; 
in fact, in many cases, they are substantiat
ed and confirmed. 

The book deals with a variety of 
aspects of Lincoln's life. These include: his 
aversion to the bleak prospect of a farmer's 
life, his determination to better himself, the 
uncertainty in charting a course, knowing 
how to proceed, proving one's manliness 
and honor in a frontier environment, mov
ing from a country to a city setting along 
with the concomitant social pressures, get
ting by as a politician, dealing with women 
and sexual issues, and gaining self.<:onfi
dence and the respect of your neighbors and 
associates. 

As the title indicates, the book 
attempts to show the dilferent influences on 
Lincoln, and how different authors (particu
larly Byron) influenced his mental outlook. 
It also discusses his views on religion (at 
odds with his surroundings), his initiation 
Into the political maneuverings of the time, 
his acknowledgement of educational and 
social shortcomings, and the near disas
trous eUects on his mental state due to 
some romantic relationships. 

The picture that emerges is of a real 
human being - not a myth - someone with 
sexual appetites, ambition, prone to anger; 
someone who made a lot of mistakes and 
occasionally went "over the line,n especial
ly in the rough-and-tumble politics of the 
day. Despite some severe setbacks and 
depression over his situation, Lincoln man
aged to evolve and persevere. He resolved to 
make decisions and stick to them. He wasn't 
sure where life would take him, but felt that 
he was placed on this earth for some greater 
purpose. 

This is a remarkable book - in our opin
ion, one of the best Lincoln biographies 
written. It doesn't rehash old information 
and appears to be totally objective, not try
ing to promote a particular thesis. We 
learned a great deal that we otherwise 
would not have known ... such as the fact 
that Lincoln and Douglas first debated one 
another in 1840 as candidates for 
Presidential Electors, not in the more cele
brated series eighteen years later; and the 
interesting tidbit that in addition to Lincoln 
authoring numerous political letters that 
appeared in newspapers, he put out a 
Harrison campaign newspaper of his own! A 
great deal of Insight ls imparted in this 
work. Good recommendation, Marty! 

++ 

SHEDDING NEW LIGHT 

ON AN OLD TORCH 
In the field of presidential campaign 

items, certain pieces obtain the status of 
"classics" by virtue of their popularity 
over an extended period of time. One 
such classic we have previously report
ed on the sale of is the "eagle" torch. 
This design consistently outstrips other 
mass-produced torches in price and 
desirability. Collectors 
who don't "collect 
torches" somehow 
manage to get excit
ed by this one. One 
reason for such 
enthusiasm must be 
its design and sculp
tural qualities. A 
three-dimensional 
eagle is far superior to 
an oblong receptacle 
or cylinder that looks 
like a recycled can of 
frozen juice! Another 
reason, equally com
pelling if not more so, is its attri
bution in Collins' PoHtjcal Campaign 
~ as an 1860 campaign artifact. 
Although Collins does not describe it as 
a Lincoln item, everyone else has made 
that assumption. Any collector or dealer 
familiar with the piece refers to it as a 
Lincoln item. 

Collins cites use-attributions that 
accompany examples in the Detroit 
Historical Society and in the J. Doyle 
DeWitt Collection. The former claims 
use "in the campaign of 1860." The lat
ter indicates "Eagle torchlere carried by 
the 'Roman Legion' in Harrison's Inau
gural parade in 1841.n By attributing the 
piece to 1860, Collins obviously Jeans 
towards the "documentation" of the 
Detroit example. Nonetheless, he keeps 
his options open with the statement 
"No record of a patent or contemporary 
illustration has been found by the 
WTiter for this model." 

We know of no adherents of the 
Harrison Inaugural attribution. 
Although torchlight parades took place 
as far back as the late 1830s, it seems 

unlikely that a design of such sophisti
cation could have existed in those for
mative, primitive years. Collins says as 
much, characterizing the piece as 
"unusually refined in design." 

We were still never sure why the 
collecting community persisted in con
sidering the "eagle" torch exclusively as 
a Lincoln item. The American eagle is a 

generic, patriotic icon, 
equally admired and 

utilized by politicians 
of all persuasions. 
Perhaps an early cata
loger took the initia
tive in referring to it 
as a Lincoln item, 

while wishful thinking 
and the dictates of con
vention precluded any
one from questioning 
that "fact." 

We often relish the 
role of "spoiler;" how-
ever, we have to admit 

that we also consider the "eagle" torch 
a Lincoln piece and date it to 1864. An 
example is pictured in the 1972 cam
paign history Hail to the Chief. Unlike 
other examples, it has its original pole 
with an American flag attached. The 
flag includes 34 stars and there ls no 
reason to question the integrity of this 
piece. The Union contained 34 states 
from 1861 to 1863 (factoring in the tem
porary absence of some Southern 
states), so an 1860 usage seems very 
unlikely. At this point, a quote from an 
eyewitness to the 1864 campaign, 
Andrew Zabriskie. is in order. "Little 
campaigning was done, and the Wide 
Awakes had disappeared, but such cam
paign organizations as were formed 
were known as 'War Eagles.'" 

Based on this evidence, we theo
rize that the "eagle" torch was used in 
1864 by the Republican campaign orga
nization, the "War Eagles.n Pending dis
covery of other evidence, this consti
tuted our best guess. And, no matter 
what, it's still a great torch! '6b 
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LETTERS 
}~EDITOR 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

I have a small box approximately 2 1/2 x 3 t-1? x I 112" high. On the 
lid is an engraving of Lincoln with his signature beneath. On the 
side of the lid are the words MADE OF WOOD WHICI I GREW 
NEAR ALLOWAY KIRK ON TME BANKS OF THE DOON. A label lin
ing the lid is inscribed Use Clarks ONT Mark Spool Cotton George 
A. Clark, sole agent. Any info you might be able to provide me on 
this box would be appreciated. Thank you. 

D. Hall 

[fQllQ.r: You have a piece of mauchJine ware. These wooden 
objects - usually boxes, bowls, cups, and sewing accessories -
were produced In Scotland and exported to the Continent and 
America. They usually depict famous landmarks or. as in your 
case, historical figures. We are advised by an expert in mauch
line ware that such pieces were produced during the Victorian 
era and that the Lincoln piece may be contemporary with his 
term of office. The engraved images are always in black. As to 
value, we'll "take the high road" and plead Ignorance.] 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

I don't know if you have seen it yet, but it appears the United 
States Treasury Department, in producing their new $5 bill, have 
selected a different image of Lincoln, abandoning the s0<alled 
Lincoln $5-bill image. I don't know bow long we have been used 
to seeing that image, but I believe it has been for many decades 
-the only one I remember. 

As you know, the old Lincoln $5-bill photo (#0-92) was taken 
by Anthony Berger in Brady's Gallery on February 9, 1864. The 
new photo appears to be a variant of a different photo of Lincoln 
taken on the same day by Berger (#0-91). 

Unless there was a good reason for selecting a different 
image, I fail to understand why the change was made. 

A bit of historical trivia, but visually and historically dis
turbing. The Rail Splilter gets better and better. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
Norman Boas 

(£d..i1Qr: From a cursory acquaintance with American currency, it 
appears that the Berger image didn't catch on right away, as other 
poses were used from 1862 onward. The Berger pose has domi
nated the scene for the last I 00 years. The new designs, unfortu
nately, prove the dictum that different isn't necessarily better! For 
our reader's benefit. we detail below the U.S. Mint's Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing "Notes on the New $5-dollar Bill."] 

&-ilidl ;;'t!l."''''~'~'-~ 

I •• ' ~ ~I~~,-~ 
•1r a 1-.• ■ •c•■ .I' , ■it- ,. Jll'l 

I. Federal Reserve Indicators - A new universal seal represents 
the entire Federal Reserve System. A letter and number beneath the 
left serial number identify the issuing Federal Reserve Bank. 

2. Portrait - The enlarged portrait of President Abraham 
Lincoln is easier to recognize, while the added detaH is harder to 
duplicate. The portrait is now off-center. providing room for a water• 
mark and reducing wear and tear on the portrait. 

3. Security Thread - A polymer thread embedded vertically In 
the paper to the left of the portrait Indicates the $5 denomination. 
The words "USA FIVE" and a flag can be seen from both sides of the 
notes when held up to a bright light. The number '5" appears in the 
star field of the flag. Additionally, this thread glows blue when held 
under an ultraviolet light 

4. Watermark - A watermark based on the same artwork as to 
the portrait Is visible from both sides when held up to a light. 

5. Color-Shifting Ink - There is no color-shifting ink on the $5. 
6. Serial Numbers • An additional letter is added to the serial 

number. The unique combination of eleven numbers and letters 
appears twice on the front of the note. 

i. Low-Vision Feature• The large numeral on the back of the S5 
note Is easy to read. Also, a machine-readable feature has been 
Incorporated for the blind. It will facilitate development of conve
nient scanning devices that could identify the note as a S5. 

8. Fine Line Printing Patterns • The line lines printed behind 
both the portrait and the Lincoln Memorial are difficult to replicate. 

9. Microprlnting- Because they're so small, microprinted words 
are hard to replicate. On the front of the note, "FIVE DOLLARS" ls 
continually repeated on both side borders and "The United Stales of 
America" appears oa the lower right and left edge ornamentation of 
the portrait's oval frame. 
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Dear Rail Splilter, 

I purchased this wax 
Lincoln head about 
four years ago from 
an administrator at 
Lincoln College. The 
head is life-size, com
plete with human 
hair, even in his nose 
and ears. I was told at 
the time of purchase 

And. speaking of Rall Splitters, we 
would like to introduce you to the 
newest Splitter on the block: 
Michael Frtzpatrick, Jr. (a.k.a .. the 
"A!Zling"). Born to Mike and Susan 
of Chicago on October 10, 1999 
(?lbs. 6oz.). we understand he 
already knows not to play With 
matches. how to tally debit and 
credit columns, and how to deal 
with pesky Lincoln book collectors! 
(Dad is a fire-fighter who also 
works as the accountant for the 
Abraham Lincoln Book Shop!) 
Congratulations! 

that it came from the Louisville, KY area. I am hopeful that 
some of our members might have further information to share 
as to its origin and age. 

Jim Dawson 
Pekin, IL 

Dear Rail Splitter, 
+ 

We have what we believe to be a "Copperhead Pin" used by a 
member of the "Copperhead" contingent of the Democratic 
Party, possibly at the 1864 Democratic convention in Chicago at 
which Gen. McClellan was nominated to run for President 
against Lincoln. We have information from the original owner 
written in the 1930s and information that this pin was once given 
to Henry F'ord and possibly could have been on display at the 
Edison Institute in Dearborn, MJ, a Ford project during the 30s. We 
are trying to find someone who might be able to positively identi
fy this pin and confirm (or not) our theory. It is stamped brass 
that has been silver plated with a very heavy brass clasp and mea

sures 2 1/2" x I 3/4". 
We deeply appreciate your 

interest In helping us identify this 
object and trying to piece togeth
er the isolated facts. 

David and Edna Carla Rodda 
Parsippany, NJ 

£mtQ.r: We would love to provide you with definitive information 
regarding the pin's origin and use, but cannot. What would be 
especially helpful here is documentation, such as a note 
inscribed "obtained by me during the Chicago convention in 
1864." The original owner, Mrs. Schultz. was old enough to have 
attended the Democratic Convention in 1864 and may have been 
living in the area at the time, but her letters written in the 1930s 
do not make that claim. The fact that the Edison Institute of 
Technology and Henry Ford accepted the pin as a gift from Mrs. 
Schultz (only to give it back at a later date) is inconclusive. From 
a historical perspective, we suspect the appellation "copper
head" was pejorative. The individuals in question considered 
themselves "Peace Democrats." Their official badge was a 
Liberty Head, in some cases cut out from a large United States I
cent piece, appropriately composed of copper. Attributing all 
snake emblems as McClellan campaign items is just as risky as 
saying all axe emblems are Llncoln pieces. Although your badge 
is made of the material typically used in polltical badges of the 
period (silvered brass), it is much larger than specimens usual
ly encountered. The attachment (a "very heavy brass clasp") is 
also atypical. Clasps were used on badges with filled backs. 
Hollow-shell or stamped badges had straight pins soldered on. 
In spite of these reservations, we cannot rule out the possibility 
that yours is, indeed, a Democratic Copperhead badge from the 
election of 1864. A closer examination of It, with a view to deter
mining Its age. might prove fruitful.] 

+ 

Rail Splitter Scott Nason of Massachusetts recently found this I 0 
x 12" mourning broadside for "John Edwin Booth. .. who Died 
January IS, 1865 -Aged 8 Months.• He wanted to ascertain if the 
child was related to either namesake. Some cursory research 
does □ot reveal anything. While 
John Wilkes is believed by 
some to have fathered a child 
out of wedlock, a "namesake" 
would have been acknowl
edged by the family and record
ed. Rather, we suspect that this 
was another "Booth" family -
perhaps distantly related - that 
simply decided to name their 
child after the two most 
famous actors of the day. Had 
the child lived, we suspect his 
name would have been 
changed a few months 
later. ff anyone has any 
insight they can share, 
please let us know so we 
can pass It along! 

++ 
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~notber ~reat jf tnb! 
We are familiar with the 1860 Lincoln campaign stamp listed as #AJ.rl in James 

Milgram's standard reference work on Lincoln covers and stationery, Abraham 
Lincoln mustrated Envelopes and Letter Paper (Northbrook Publishing, 1984). 
But... we have never seen one offered for sale or in an auction catalog. We assume 
these "Cinderellas" (the term used by philatelists - stamp collectors - to denote 
fantasy or advertising stamps created for purposes other than postage) are pro
hibitively rare. Rail Splitter Editor Peter Schwarz recently stumbled across one for sale at a metropolitan 
stamp show. And ... not only did he locate the "elusive" Lincoln campaign stamp, but matching ones for 
Douglas and Breckinridge as well! (Milgram doesn't mention the existence of the Douglas or Breckinridge 
and to our knowledge, until Peter's discovery, they were completely unknown!) Given Peter's find, we 
assume an example for the fourth presidential candidate of 1860, John Bell, was also produced. As to 
whether or not any remain extant, who can say? But it provides incentive to keep looking! 

A sad postscript On a trip last month to London to visit his liancee, Peter took part of his Lincoln collection with him to share 
with friends in the U.K. After going through customs at Heathrow, he discovered that his collection - along with his engagement 
ring and other valuables in his carry-on bag, were stolen. Peter fell prey to the "distract and grab" - a crime prevalent at large air
ports. The three campaign stamps described above are part of the missing items. It is possible lhe thief might try to sell them 
through the internet or to a dealer. Please be alert to such a possibility and inform us of any sightings or references to these 
pieces. Clear title can never be acquired on stolen goods. We possess high-resolution scans of all three stamps which can be con
clusive in identifying them il and when they surface. 

In the next Issue o/The Rall Splitter, 

COULD TAD WRITE? 
THE NON-EXISTENT LE'I"l't;KS OF THOMAS "TAD" IJNCOLN. 
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